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Gold: Canes looking for carryover vs Seattle 

By Adam Gold  

Let’s be glad that this isn’t the last regular season home 
game in Rod Brind’Amour’s coaching career. 

The Carolina Hurricanes found their game at the start of the 
2nd period Friday night against the Pittsburgh Penguins and 
it was good enough to result in a 3-2 overtime victory. Andrei 
Svechnikov pushed them over the line, snapping up a loose 
puck in front of Pens’ goalie Casey DeSmith and putting it 
over his right shoulder for a game-winning, power play goal. 
As well as Andrei’s played, his 23rd marker of the season 
ended a 6-game goal drought and put the Canes back in the 
win column for the first time this week. 

Now, we’ll see if the team that played the last 43 minutes 
against Pittsburgh shows up against Seattle. 

The Hurricanes have the best record in the Eastern 
Conference at 38-12-5. But, they haven’t been consistently 
at their best for a while now. Thursday in Washington, on 
national television, the Hurricanes were utterly lifeless in a 4-
0 loss to the Caps. And, I’m not sure Washington was really 
that good. 

The next night, in the 1st period against the Pens, it was 
more of the same. Pittsburgh scored the 1st two goals and 
had a 2-0 lead after 20 minutes. Then the Captain put his 
sizeable skate down and Carolina went to work. Staal scored 
twice, the Canes took the game over and Svech’s overtime 
tally capped off a dominant response to the previous four 
periods. 

Now, to do that for three periods. 

The Hurricanes have just a dozen losses this year, but one 
of those came at the hands of the Seattle Kraken, the day 
before Thanksgiving at Climate Pledge Arena. The Canes 
had a 1-0 lead after the first period. But, Philipp Grubauer 
made 35 saves and the Kraken scratched out goals from 
Jared McCann and Marcus Johnasson as Seattle won for 
just the 6th time all year. 

Fast forward to today and the Kraken are 17-35-5, last in the 
Pacific Division and chuggin towards the trade deadline in 
two weeks wondering how many players will still be in those 
uniforms in two weeks.. 

This will be the 5th game in the last 8 days for the 
Hurricanes. This stretch began with a 2-1 win over the Oilers 
last Sunday before stops in Detroit and Washington before 
Friday’s thriller with the Penguins. Carolina has appeared a 
little spent of late, but will get the next three days off before 
entertaining the explosive Colorado Avalanche on Thursday. 

I’d be willing to wager that there will be two days off after 
Seattle leaves town. 

After going 35 games and nearly 2 ½ months without a goal, 
Jordan Staal has now scored 6 in his last 11 games. May I 
suggest moving Staal’s locker in between Seth Jarvis and 
Martin Necas. 

The Carolina rookie has gone 16 games without a goal, while 
Necas is 0 for his last 18 and has just 1 in his last 26. Those 
two droughts have contributed to a little dip in scoring. The 
Canes have averaged 3 goals per game in their last 16 after 
posting more than 3 ½ per over the first 39. 

With that said, and the fact that the top line of Andrei 
Svechnikov, Sebastian Aho and Teuvo Teravainen has 
produced just 2 even strength goals over the last 8 games, it 
wouldn’t surprise me to see Rod Brind’Amour split them up. 
There’s no doubt that they’ve played extremely well as a trio, 
but it just hasn’t translated on the scoreboard. 

Meanwhile, because the head coach almost always gives the 
Staal line (with Nino Niederreiter and Jesper Fast) one of the 
top defensive assignments (see, Malkin, Evgeni and/or 
Draisaitl, Leon), that’s left Vincent Trocheck’s line to play 
against 3rd and 4th lines over the last two weeks. But, 
neither Necas nor Jarvis have been able to take advantage. 

So, it wouldn’t surprise me to see Brind’Amour give the SAT 
line a break for a bit. 

The Hurricanes recalled goalie Alex Lyon on an emergency 
basis from Chicago in the AHL and place Tony DeAngelo on 
the injured list. What we don’t know, as the Canes did not 
practice or have media availability on Saturday, is which of 
the two goaltenders is nicked up. 

Antti Raanta was very good in the 3-2 win over the Penguins 
Friday night and there were a few physical moments in the 
game involving the netminder. But, he finished the game and 
nothing was mentioned afterwords, so…(shoulder shrug 
emoji). 

McCann leads Seattle with 21 goals and 33 points in 48 
games. Former Hurricanes Morgan Geekie (4) and Haydn 
Fleury (2) have combined for 6 goals for the Kraken. 

Betting line: Hurricanes -320. O/U: 6. 

Coverage begins on 99.9 the Fan at 6:30 with Storm Watch 
starring Alec Campbell. Mike Maniscalco and Tripp Tracy 
follow with the live play-by-play just after 7:00. Make sure to 
follow the Canes Corner Podcast wherever you get your 
podcasts. A new episode drops the #MorningAfter every 
Hurricanes game. 
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Hurricanes could add defenseman prior to NHL Trade Deadline, GM says 

The Carolina Hurricanes are interested in adding a 
defenseman before the NHL Trade Deadline, general 
manager Don Waddell said Friday. 

"We're short a couple defensemen right now with injuries," 
Waddell told NHL Network Radio. "If we were going to spend 
some money in any place at this point, I think it'd be at 
defense. 

"Now, saying that, we've all said we're going to give this 
some time here. The deadline is March 21, a lot can happen; 
we have a lot of games (seven before then), as everyone 
does in the next few weeks. That could change if something 
else happens with our team. If today was the deadline, I'd 
say we'd be looking at defense." 

The Hurricanes are without defensemen Tony DeAngelo and 
Brendan Smith, each has an upper-body injury. DeAngelo 
has missed five games and Smith has missed six. 

DeAngelo was expected to be out one month after he injured 
his midsection Feb 21 against the Philadelphia Flyers. He 
leads Carolina defensemen with 40 points (nine goals, 31 
assists) in 43 games this season. 

Smith was injured Feb. 20 against the Pittsburgh Penguins 
and there has been no update on when he could return. He 
scored five points (three goals, two assists) in 28 games. 

The Hurricanes (38-12-5) are first in the Metropolitan 
Division. They were first in goals against per game (2.40) 
and eighth in goals per game (3.40) entering Saturday. 

Waddell said Carolina is close to the NHL salary cap, so 
making a trade before the deadline won't be easy. 

"We have about $1.8 million in cap space that we could go 
out and see how to improve our team," Waddell said. "We 
don't really want to lose anybody off our team to create cap 
space, so you've got to get pretty creative at that point." 

 

 

Carolina hosts Seattle after Staal’s 2-goal game 

Seattle Kraken (17-35-5, eighth in the Pacific) vs. Carolina 
Hurricanes (38-12-5, first in the Metropolitan) 

Raleigh, North Carolina; Sunday, 7 p.m. EST 

FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK LINE: Hurricanes -313, Kraken 
+250; over/under is 6 

BOTTOM LINE: Carolina hosts the Seattle Kraken after 
Jordan Staal scored two goals in the Hurricanes’ 3-2 
overtime victory against the Penguins. 

The Hurricanes are 20-4-2 on their home ice. Carolina is 
fourth in the Eastern Conference averaging 3.4 goals per 
game, led by Sebastian Aho with 24. 

The Kraken have gone 7-18-2 away from home. Seattle 
averages 8.6 penalty minutes per game, the ninth-most in 
the Western Conference. Jeremy Lauzon leads the team 
serving 61 total minutes. 

Seattle beat Carolina 2-1 in the last meeting between these 
teams on Nov. 24. 

TOP PERFORMERS: Aho leads the Hurricanes with 24 
goals, adding 33 assists and totaling 57 points. Andrei 
Svechnikov has five goals and four assists over the last 10 
games for Carolina. 

Carson Soucy leads the Kraken with a plus-nine in 39 games 
this season. Calle Jarnkrok has three goals and four assists 
over the last 10 games for Seattle. 

LAST 10 GAMES: Hurricanes: 6-2-2, averaging 2.9 goals, 
five assists, 4.4 penalties and 9.6 penalty minutes while 
giving up 2.6 goals per game with a .916 save percentage. 

Kraken: 2-7-1, averaging 2.3 goals, 3.8 assists, 3.2 penalties 
and 7.5 penalty minutes while giving up 3.5 goals per game 
with an .885 save percentage. 

INJURIES: Hurricanes: Brendan Smith: out (upper-body), 
Tony DeAngelo: out (midsection). 

Kraken: Brandon Tanev: out for season (lower body). 
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Hurricanes look to continue home success vs. Kraken 

By FLM  

Jordan Staal of the Carolina Hurricanes has made notable 
strides toward regaining an offensive touch in recent weeks. 

Now he has taken that to another level. 

Staal has five goals across the past seven games, becoming 
an increasingly key part of the team's steady play. 

"I'm going to continue to push and try to create more ice time 
for myself and play the way this team needs me to play," 
Staal said. 

He'll have his next chance at doing that Sunday night when 
the Hurricanes host the Seattle Kraken in Raleigh, N.C. 

The Hurricanes hold a 10-game home points streak, part of a 
20-4-2 record on home ice. The latest of those successes 
came Friday night, when they overcame a two-goal deficit in 
an eventual 3-2 overtime triumph against the Pittsburgh 
Penguins. 

"The good thing about our group is we've done a good job of 
sticking with it," Staal said. 

Staal scored Carolina's two goals in regulation in the 
Pittsburgh game. 

"When pucks start going in, they're going in," Staal said. 
"When they're not, you can't be costing (the team) games. ... 
You can't start cheating the game. You just have to stay with 
it and believe in yourself and believe in what you're doing out 
there and keep creating." 

Scoring has been an issue for the entire Kraken team. 
Seattle has scored more than two goals in only one of its 
past seven games. 

The Kraken began a five-game road swing in the Eastern 
time zone with Saturday night's 5-2 loss at Washington. With 
a game Sunday, it will be part of Seattle's only games on 
back-to-back days in March. 

Seattle holds a 1-7-1 mark across its past nine games, but 
the Kraken left Washington with a milestone achieved as 
captain Mark Giordano appeared in his 1,000th NHL game. 

"I feel like it's an up-and-down journey for me to get in this 
league," Giordano said recently. "I put in a lot of hard work 
and years. Definitely a milestone that I've been looking 
forward to and feel a huge sense of accomplishment." 

Now in the final two months of the season, the Hurricanes 
realize they must keep up their intensity and show a level of 
grittiness to go with their usual speedy and talented play. 

"Whenever teams start playing physical with you, you have 
to play physical back," Carolina center Vincent Trocheck 
said. 

Even though this is the first season for the expansion 
Kraken, this matchup is ripe with connections. Former 
Carolina standout Ron Francis, the team's ex-general 
manager, is the general manager of the Kraken. 
Defenseman Haydn Fleury and center Morgan Geekie are 
former Hurricanes. 

In November, the Kraken interrupted Carolina's five-game 
points streak by winning 2-1 in Seattle. Brendan Smith, who 
has been out with an upper-body injury, scored the only goal 
for the Hurricanes in that game. 

Even with that result, the Hurricanes have compiled an 18-4-
1 record this season against teams from the Western 
Conference. 
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Capitals, Hurricanes to Play Stadium Series Game in 2023 

By Mike Stephens 

The Carolina Hurricanes will take part in the first outdoor 
game in franchise history next year when the team plays 
host to the Washington Capitals in a Stadium Series game at 
Carter-Finley Stadium on Feb. 18, 2023. 

The Hurricanes might be new to the outdoor game scene, 
but the Capitals have had plenty of experience braving the 
elements over the years, as today's announcement now 
marks the fourth outdoor game the team has been a part of, 
playing in two Winter Classics, and, now, two Stadium 
Series.  

The 2023 Stadium Series is one of two outdoor games 
scheduled to take place next season, with the Boston Bruins 
hosting a yet-to-be-announced opponent at historic Fenway 
Park on New Year's Day.  

This is wonderful news for a rabid Hurricanes fanbase that 
was promised an outdoor game of their own, only to have it 
taken away thanks to circumstances out of their control.  

The Hurricanes were actually set to host an outdoor contest 
on Feb. 21, 2021, due to have been played only a few weeks 
ago, with an opponent to be selected at a later date. 
Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic and the rise of the 
omicron variant forced the NHL to cancel the game for health 
and safety reasons, leaving the Hurricanes faithful with no 
guarantee that the league would make it up to them at a later 
date.  

Thankfully, that faith has been rewarded. One of the league's 
emerging markets will be given the chance to play some 
good old-fashioned pond hockey, taking on a divisional 
opponent in what is sure to be a high-stakes clash.  
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About Last Night: Oh Captain, My Captain 

By Alec Sawyer  

The Carolina Hurricanes battled back and got a strong 3-2 
overtime win over the Pittsburgh Penguins Friday night, with 
Jordan Staal scoring twice and Andrei Svechnikov scoring 
the game winner in OT. 

On the comeback win: 

Oh Captain, My Captain 

Jordan Staal is on a certified hot streak, folks.  

The Canes captain, who joked last week that he was only 
getting started, has scored now scored five goals in the last 
seven games after scoring both of Carolina’s regulation 
tallies Friday night.  

That nice streak for Staal comes after the driest spell of his 
entire career, a stretch of 35 straight games spanning from 
late October to mid February without a single goal.  

“I guess so. It took long enough to get going,” said Staal 
Friday about the second half being kind to him. 

And the Hurricanes needed that from Staal Friday night in a 
game where things started poorly and turned around nicely. 
The captain stepped up, which captains need to do from time 
to time. 

“He’s got to stay hot and shoot more. He’s going to score 
more for sure,” said Andrei Svechnikov.  

Staal scoring is something Carolina is going to need, and it’s 
a great sign for the team that he’s getting going after an 
unbelievably long streak of bad puck luck and lack of 
chances.  

Fighting back, again 

The Hurricanes played what Vincent Trocheck called “pretty 
awfully” Thursday night in an ugly loss to the Washington 
Capitals, and they came out Friday night against Pittsburgh 
lacking the energy you’d expect from a team looking to 
rebound from a tough loss.  

But, they stuck with it, and that’s what matters.  

Things completely turned around for the Canes after the first, 
as Carolina started controlling the play and the puck and 
eventually paid off thanks to Staal’s two tallies.  

While the Canes technically won the Corsi battle in the first 
(57.14%), they dominated in the second (65.38%) and third 
(73.91%). 

“Nobody was really happy with how we were playing,” 
Trocheck said. “[Brind’Amour]’s message was pretty positive. 
Down two goals against a team like that, just come out and 
play our game and work for one at a time.” 

That ability to stick with it is something that the Canes have 
preached all year, and it’s good to see it paying off after a 
slow start for certainly not the first time in the past few 
weeks.  

Carolina definitely is going to need to find that “60-minute 
game” they love to talk about on a little bit more of a 
consistent basis, but winning games is always good.  

Other Thoughts 

 Speaking of Trocheck, what an unbelievably 
intelligent play by him in overtime. In a game that 
was chippy and tense from start to finish, Trocheck 
got the Canes’ the game-winning power play in 
overtime by baiting a penalty out of Kris Letang.  

 While the result is good, there is still a whole lot to 
be concerned about with the Hurricanes game right 
now. There’s some carelessness with the puck, a 
struggle to start on time and some inconsistency 
down the lineup right now. Neither the Martinook-
Trocheck-Necas nor Lorentz-Kotkaniemi-Jarvis line 
were particularly good Friday.  

 Still though, the Hurricanes proved once again they 
can beat even the NHL’s best teams on a night 
where it isn’t all quite clicking. That’s a sign of a 
great team, one that just needs to iron some things 
out.  
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Lyon recalled by Carolina 

The Chicago Wolves announced Saturday that goaltender 
Alex Lyon has been recalled from loan by the NHL’s Carolina 
Hurricanes on an emergency basis. The move came shortly 
before Lyon was scheduled to start against the Texas Stars 
at Allstate Arena. 

The 29-year-old Baudette, Minnesota, native leads all 
American Hockey League goaltenders with a 2.14 goals-
against average. He also paces the Central Division-leading 
Wolves with a 14-6-2 record and 3 shutouts. 

Lyon has played two games for Carolina this year and 
posted a 1-0-1 record with a 2.93 GAA and .908 save 
percentage. He earned the win in a 3-2 verdict over the St. 

Louis Blues on Nov. 13 — stopping 27 of 29 shots to register 
his seventh career NHL victory. 

The Wolves host the Texas Stars at 7 p.m. Saturday, then 
welcome the Iowa Wild at 3 p.m. Sunday for Papa Johns 
Family Sunday. The team will debut its exclusive St. Patrick’s 
Day jerseys, presented by Jewel-Osco, that are being 
auctioned and raffled to benefit Easterseals and autism 
awareness along with Chicago Wolves Charities, driven by 
Kia. 

For more information on the jersey auctions, click here. To 
find the best ticket specials, email a team representative at 
WolvesTix@ChicagoWolves.com.

 

Kochetkov, Wolves catch Stars 

Stefan Noesen scored his league-leading 30th goal of the 
season midway through the third period to lift the Chicago 
Wolves to a 2-1 victory over the Texas Stars Saturday night 
at Allstate Arena. 

Forward David Gust also scored for the Wolves (32-10-4-4) 
while rookie goaltender Pyotr Kochetkov stopped 30 shots to 
earn his third win in as many games in North America. The 
22-year-old from Penza, Russia, earned multiple ovations for 
his highlight-reel saves in the last two periods. 

“We probably didn’t deserve to win that game, but Pyotr, I 
think, stole us that hockey game,” said Wolves head coach 
Ryan Warsofsky. “I guess good teams find ways to win and 
that’s what we did tonight.” 

Texas (18-21-5-5) opened the scoring two seconds after the 
Wolves finished killing off back-to-back power plays. Ty 
Dellandrea set up in front of the net and had his stuff attempt 
rejected by Kochetkov, but Riley Damiani eventually claimed 
the loose puck and fired it home from close range at 6:42 of 
the first. 

The Wolves kicked up the intensity another notch to start the 
second period, which led to Gust’s game-tying tally at 2:49. 
Suzuki intercepted goaltender Matt Jurusik’s clearing attempt 
along the left half-wall and fired wide. The ricochet went to 
defenseman Eric Williams at the right point and Jurusik 
blocked Williams’ wrister, but the rebound flew to the left 
faceoff dot and the Orland Park product slammed home a 
one-timer for his 13th goal of the year. 

Noesen gave the Wolves the lead for good with his 
remarkable redirect at 10:01 of the third. Jack Drury raced 
the puck into the offensive zone and found Spencer 
Smallman at the right point. Smallman wristed a rising shot 
that headed wide right of the goal, but Noesen found a way 
to redirect the puck at a sharp angle past Jurusik for a 2-1 
lead. 

In scoring his 30th goal in his 45th game of the year, Noesen 
became the fastest Wolves player to reach the 30-goal mark 
since Brett Sterling in 2006-07. 

“That’s a great play by ‘Nase,’ ” Warsofsky said. “That’s 
where he’s made his money in his career.” 

Texas removed Jurusik with 2:30 remaining to get an extra 
skater on the ice, but the Stars managed just one shot the 
rest of the way as the Wolves preserved their fifth victory in 
their last six games. 

Jurusik (7-4-3) posted 20 saves as he lost a duel with 
Kochetkov for the second time in four days. 

The Wolves host the Iowa Wild at 3 p.m. Sunday for Papa 
Johns Family Sunday. The Wolves will debut their exclusive 
St. Patrick’s Day jerseys, presented by Jewel-Osco, that are 
being auctioned and raffled to benefit Easterseals and 
autism awareness along with Chicago Wolves Charities, 
driven by Kia. To secure the best ticket deals, click here or 
email a team representative at 
WolvesTix@ChicagoWolves.com. 
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https://www.wralsportsfan.com/gold-canes-looking-for-carryover-vs-seattle/20173558/ 
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https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/hurricanes-look-to-continue-home-success-vs-kraken/ 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/3/5/22962973/about-last-night-oh-captain-my-captain 

https://www.chicagowolves.com/2022/03/05/lyon-recalled-by-carolina/ 
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2022/03/05/wolves-kochetkov-wolves-catch-stars/ 
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Despite a more complete roster, Kraken fall 5-2 to Capitals 

 

March 5, 2022 By Geoff Baker 

 

WASHINGTON, D.C. — With two top offensive players back from injury, 
the Kraken opened a five-city road trip Saturday night with their most 
complete roster in months. 

And for much of this 5-2 loss to the Washington Capitals, the Kraken 
went toe-to-toe with a Metropolitan Division opponent that’s lost a step 
from its championship peak but remains formidable. But while the Kraken 
managed to again play a mostly tight game where chances were fairly 
even, it would be Washington capitalizing on opportunities at a slightly 
better rate. 

“It’s frustrating because I thought that we had a really, really good start, 
and they were opportunistic at times,” said Kraken winger Jaden 
Schwartz, back after missing two months with a hand injury. “We had our 
looks. We had a lot of good chances and weren’t able to capitalize.” 

Conor Sheary was the difference-maker, popping home a go-ahead 
power-play rebound marker midway through the game after the Kraken 
had rallied from a two-goal deficit to tie it on goals by Joonas Donskoi 
and Colin Blackwell. Killing penalties had been a Kraken strong suit, 
thwarting 19 of 21 most recent opposition chances before Sheary put his 
chance home.  

Then, on another Washington power play, Alex Ovechkin put the Caps 
back ahead by two just 47 seconds into the final period. The goal was the 
764thof Ovechkin’s career, leaving him just two behind Jaromir Jagr for 
third all-time.  

Sheary would add an empty netter with 2:10 to go and Chris Driedger 
pulled for the extra attacker. The Capitals managed only six shots in the 
final period but made two of them count. 

At first glance, it would be easy to attribute this defeat to the difference in 
special teams: The Caps scoring twice in three chances with the man 
advantage and the Kraken going 0 for 3. 

But while the Kraken might have had the better in 5-on-5 play, they came 
away with little to show for it at times. That’s been a season-lon issue 
and remains a big reason for the team’s 17-35-5 record. 

“I mean, score-wise, with the special teams, you could heap it all on that, 
but that’s not the case,” Kraken coach Dave Hakstol said. “It’s a full 60-
minute game. So, especially during that second period … we had some 
good looks, some good opportunities. If we can get one more. But we 
didn’t and obviously that changed the complexion of the game going into 
the third period.” 

The return of Schwartz and center Jared McCann, who missed nearly 
two weeks with an upper body injury, should elevate the Kraken to about 
as high an offensive level as they’ll see the remaining third of this 
season. Sure, they could lose some offense at the March 21 trade 
deadline along with defenseman Mark Giordano, who Saturday played in 
his 1,000th career game. 

But Schwartz and McCann will almost certainly be back next season and 
the core of the offense right now will be much the same next October. 

Hakstol had mentioned even before the game that while his team 
frequently generates opportunities down low in front of the net, the 
“rewards” for that work haven’t quite been as frequent. 

That’s a polite way of saying the Kraken lack finish. They’d had some 
Wednesday in a gritty win over Nashville when all four goals were scored 
down low from tough spaces. 

It will be interesting to see whether such production continues with the 
added offensive boost received by Schwartz and McCann returning. 
Certainly, the Kraken were pleased to see Blackwell score his second 
goal in as many games to tie it 2-2 on a nice wrist shot just 58 seconds 
into the middle frame. 

They’ll also be somewhat relieved Donskoi picked up just his second 
goal all season late in the first period on a rebound chance into a vacated 
net after Vitek Vanecek made an initial in-close save off Riley Sheahan. 
Donskoi said afterward that he noticed a sharp difference in how much 
better the Kraken began the game compared to how they finished. 
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“Everybody wanted the puck,” he said of the opening 30 minutes. “We 
were spending a lot of time in the offensive zone generating a lot of 
chances. Forechecking really hard, just skating really good I thought.” 

Those goals by Donskoi and Blackwell enabled the Kraken to overcome 
yielding two scores just 35 seconds apart midway through the opening 
period. Tom Wilson got the first one with some nifty stickhandling through 
traffic after the Kraken defenders converged on Ovechkin, correctly 
thinking he had the most potential to do damage. 

Then, Kraken goalie Driedger, making his second consecutive start, 
couldn’t get his pads squeezed on a Dmitri Orlov shot from the top of the 
left faceoff circle that probably shouldn’t have gone in. 

The Kraken don’t generate enough goals on their own to be giving 
anything away to opponents. It was a big problem with the goaltending 
earlier in the season, but not as much these days. 

Still, the Kraken often struggle to score more than twice in the same 
game. Saturday was the sixth game in the past seven when the Kraken 
have been held to fewer than three. Not surprisingly, they’ve managed to 
lose every one of those. 

Schwartz said the team needs to work on its finish these final two 
months. On a personal level, so will Schwartz, admitting that its been a 
tough ride and that he hopes to salvage positives from a season that 
started well for him before the injury derailed a huge chunk. 

“Personally, I don’t look at goals and assists, numbers,” he said. “I don’t 
really think about that. It’s just getting my game back and helping the 
team.” 

And if he can pop a few goals while doing that, nobody with this 
production-challenged Kraken squad will complain. 

Seattle Times LOADED: 03.06.2022 
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Kraken captain Mark Giordano reflects on ‘up-and-down journey’ to NHL 
as he plays 1,000th game 

 

March 5, 2022 By Geoff Baker 

 

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Nearly two decades ago, playing even one NHL 
game seemed an unlikely dream for Kraken captain Mark Giordano. 

But the veteran defenseman, now 38, took the ice here Saturday night 
against the Washington Capitals for Game No. 1,000 of an NHL career 
that saw him go undrafted out of junior hockey despite leading his Owen 
Sound Attack in scoring among defensemen his final two seasons. 
Giordano signed a three-year minor league deal with Calgary in 2004 
and got in 55 games with the Flames in the second and third of those 
seasons but still needed to leave and play a year in Russia before he’d 
get a full-time NHL shot. 

“It means a lot,” Giordano said. “I feel like it was an up-and-down journey 
for me to get into this league. But I feel like I put a lot of hard work and a 
lot of years in. It’s definitely a milestone that I’ve been looking forward to. 
I feel a huge sense of accomplishment, to be honest.” 

The Flames tweeted out congratulations to Giordano on Saturday, 
stating, “For 949 games, it was an absolute privilege to watch you play in 
a Flames jersey.” Giordano’s strong ties to the Flames and the Calgary 
community has fueled speculation he’ll be traded back there to help 
bolster his longtime team ahead of a playoff run. A Stanley Cup is one 
item missing from Giordano’s resume and he’s let the Kraken know he’s 
not opposed to another playoff shot. 

Kraken general manager Ron Francis said earlier in the week that he’ll 
look to deal Giordano for a draft pick or prospect. 

“I think for me it’s well known that I sort of came into my own a little bit 
later than the average guy,” Giordano said. “So, I still feel like I do have 
game left and I still can contribute in a positive way. I still have a really 
good passion. I still love hockey. I love watching hockey. I love, 
obviously, playing. So, I have no intention of not playing in the near 
future.” 

The Capitals saluted Giordano’s feat on their video scoreboard midway 
through the opening period. 

Giordano had enrolled at York University in his native Toronto and was 
preparing for business school when the Flames gave him a tryout and 
signed him to the minor league deal. It’s interesting how much of a fixture 
Giordano later became in Calgary, serving as captain since the 2013-14 
season, given he’d left that organization after three years to play for 
Moscow Dynamo in Russia in 2007 when the Flames declined to 
guarantee him an NHL spot. 

It was only the past couple of seasons, once Giordano played his 900th 
game, that he began thinking about 1,000. His sister, Michelle, flew here 
for Saturday’s game, as did two other very close family friends. 

“I just looked at my phone and there were about 50 or 60 messages,” 
Giordano said. “So, I’ll go through them all. I’m probably not going to 
respond for the next couple of days because we’re playing. But it’s nice 
to have all the well-wishes, for sure.” 

Giordano’s parents plan to attend a March 16 home game at Climate 
Pledge Arena against Tampa Bay in which the Kraken will honor 
Giordano. His wife, Lauren, and three children will be there as well. 

Schwartz, McCann return 

The Kraken got a major boost Saturday when winger Jaden Schwartz 
and center Jared McCann were reactivated off injured reserve. Schwartz 
played left wing on a line with Alex Wennberg and Marcus Johansson 
after missing more than two months due to a Dec. 29 hand injury. He’d 
been second in team points with six goals and 14 assists. 

McCann, who centered a line between Calle Jarnkrok and Jordan Eberle, 
is still the team’s leading scorer with 21 goals despite missing nearly two 
weeks with an upper body injury. 

The loss of Schwartz came on the heels of a knee injury that sidelined 
Brandon Tanev for the season. Schwartz and Tanev are particularly 
adept at going to the net. The Kraken, in a 4-3 win Wednesday over 
Nashville, scored all four goals off hard work in close. 

Kraken coach Dave Hakstol was asked after Saturday’s morning skate 
whether his team has evolved in their approach down low in the absence 
of Schwartz and Tanev. Hakstol said it isn’t the approach that’s evolved, 
more the results. 

“We’ve been able to generate offense from that area of the offensive 
zone fairly consistently,” Hakstol said. “But we haven’t seen a lot of 
rewards from it. So, we got some of those rewards the other night.” 

Protest targets Cap player 

About a dozen protesters gathered outside Capital One Arena pregame, 
waving Ukrainian flags and anti-war signs, some of them critical of 
Washington Capitals star Alex Ovechkin, who’d previously been very 
vocal on social media in support of Russian President Vladimir Putin. 
“Shame on the Caps for defending Putin supporter Ovechkin,” read one 
sign. “Only one other guy in the world is as happy to see Putin. Can you 
guess who?” read another, with an accompanying photo of Ovechkin and 
Putin posing for a photo together. 

Ovechkin drew mostly cheers, with a smattering of boos mixed in, when 
introduced pregame as part of Washington’s starting lineup. 

— ROOT Sports analytics specialist Alison Lukan has been a fixture on 
Kraken broadcasts this season, but usually between periods or pre-and-
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postgame. But Saturday, she was in the broadcast booth alongside play-
by-play man John Forslund, serving as a replacement for analyst JT 
Brown, who this past week entered COVID-19 protocol. 

— T.J. Oshie of Stanwood finally got to face his hometown team after 
missing the initial November meeting between these clubs. Capitals 
forward Oshie played right wing on a line with Anthony Mantha and 
Nicklas Backstrom. 

— The Kraken finally saw Chris Driedger and Vitek Vanecek back 
together Saturday, only not as the goaltending tandem once envisioned. 
Vanecek, last night’s Capitals starter, was selected by the Kraken from 
Washington in the expansion draft, but quickly got traded back for a 
second-round draft pick after the Philip Grubauer signing. 
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Alex Ovechkin scores, Capitals beat Seattle Kraken 5-2 

 

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 3/5/2022 

 

WASHINGTON (AP) – Alex Ovechkin took another step toward tying 
Jaromir Jagr on the NHL career goals list, linemate Tom Wilson scored 
his 18th goal of the season and the Washington Capitals beat the Seattle 
Kraken 5-2 Saturday night. 

Capitals 5, Kraken 2: Box Score 

The Capitals have now won two in a row at home after losing their 
previous six games in Washington. The Kraken lost for the eighth time in 
nine games. 

Ovechkin scored on the power play for a second consecutive game, his 
34th of the season and 764th of his career. He’s two back of tying Jagr, 
one of only two players between him and Wayne Gretzky. He also had 
two assists. 

Never a doubt! pic.twitter.com/vNfJ6SEtbY 

— Washington Capitals (@Capitals) March 6, 2022 

Wilson scored a highlight-reel goal after Ovechkin dangled around a 
defender and lost the puck, leaping into the air after beating Chris 
Driedger with a perfect back-handed shot. Conor Sheary had two goals, 
including an empty-netter, to reach 100 in his career and Dmitry Orlov 
also scored for Washington, which looks to have righted the ship after 
losing 14 of its first 22 games in 2022. 

The Capitals looked like their early-season selves with the top line of 
Ovechkin, Wilson and Evgeny Kuznetsov clicking and Vitek Vanecek 
looking poised and confident in net. Vanecek made 29 saves, allowing 
goals only to Joonas Donskoi in the first period and Colin Blackwell 58 
seconds into the second. 

  DON-SCORE!!   pic.twitter.com/Ufsu8ff1h5 

— Seattle Kraken (@SeattleKraken) March 6, 2022 

Of course the climate around the U.S. capital has changed plenty since 
the fall, and there were small reminders inside and outside the arena of 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. A handful of demonstrators stood outside 
an entrance with a Ukrainian flag and a sign reading, “Ovechkin supports 
Putin,” while another from New Jersey held up a sign during warmups 
referencing the long connection between the Capitals captain and the 
Russian president. 

The fan, who identified himself as Roman and said he was from Ukraine 
and currently lives in New Jersey, caught the attention of Kuznetsov, who 
appeared to be yelling toward him from the ice. A day after Capital One 

Arena clarified its policy that political signs are not allowed but flags can 
be brought in as long as they are not on sticks or poles, he was asked by 
security to put his poster away but did not have it confiscated. 

Nothing more came of the demonstrations. Fans chanted, “Ovi! Ovi!” 
after his goal just as they did the other night and have countless times 
during his 17-year career as the face of the franchise. 

Mark Giordano, the former face of the Calgary Flames franchise and now 
with Seattle, became the 364th player to skate in 1,000 regular-season 
NHL games. 

“It was an up and down journey for me to get into this league, but I feel 
like I put a lot of hard work and a lot of years in and definitely a milestone 
that I’ve been looking forward to,” Giordano said. “I feel a huge sense of 
accomplishment, to be honest.” 

NOTES: Kraken forward Jaden Schwartz played for the first time since 
Dec. 29 after undergoing hand surgery. … Capitals forward Axel 
Jonsson-Fjallby played his 10th game of the season after being recalled 
from the Hershey Bears of the American Hockey League. He replaced 
Daniel Sprong in the lineup. … Members of the Professional Women’s 
Hockey Players Association were honored throughout the night. The 
PWHPA is holding an event at the Capitals practice facility this weekend. 

UP NEXT 

Kraken: Visit the Carolina Hurricanes on Sunday night in the second stop 
of their five-game Eastern Conference road trip. 

Capitals: Begin their Western Canada swing at the Calgary Flames on 
Tuesday night. 
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Avalanche stumbles in consecutive games with overtime home loss to 
Flames 

 

Kyle Fredrickson 06/03/2022 

 

Two unfamiliar words for the Avalanche this season: Losing streak. 

Colorado has dropped consecutive games for the first time since early 
November with a 4-3 overtime defeat against the Flames on Saturday 
night at Ball Arena. Avs netminder Darcy Kuemper allowed three goals 
before getting pulled early in the second period. Colorado later tied it but 
reserve goalie Pavel Francouz was unable to preserve the win. 

Calgary forward Johnny Gaudreau provided the OT game-winner only 37 
seconds into the extra period. 

“It didn’t go our way,” Avs captain Gabe Landeskog said. “I thought we 
battled hard and played well.” 

The Avalanche scored goals from Landeskog, Andre Burakovsky and 
Nathan MacKinnon. Defenseman Cale Makar improved his franchise-
record assists streak to 11 consecutive games. Forward Valeri 
Nichushkin returned to the lineup after missing time with an upper-body 
injury and recorded two assists. 

The Avalanche (40-11-5) now embark on a three-game road trip starting 
Monday at the New York Islanders. 

On Saturday night, Colorado and Calgary exchanged goals within the 
opening three minutes of the first period. Landeskog snuck a rebound 
past Flames goalie Dan Vladar just 42 seconds into the game. But a 
delay of game penalty on Kuemper (shooting the puck over the glass) 
opened up Calgary power-play chance. Forward Elias Lindholm cashed 
in at 2:29 from a face-off win. 
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The goals kept on coming. 

Burakovsky converted on the Colorado’s second power-play opportunity 
to regain the lead. However, once again, it was squandered moments 
later with another Lindholm goal. A 2-2 stalemate that extended into the 
second period wouldn’t last. 

The Flames established their first lead of the night when forward Erik 
Gudbranson beat Kuemper with a slapper from the point. It prompted Avs 
coach Jared Bednar to pull Kuemper from the game making saves on 
just 12 of 15 shots on goal. 

“I didn’t feel like Darcy was real sharp, so at that point, we needed a little 
bit of something,” Bednar said. “I thought maybe to go with Frankie. He 
was really good coming in, too. A tough call to make. Darcy is starting 
and those (goals) certainly weren’t on him. … But this is a big game 
against a real good team that we’re playing. We needed everyone to be 
at their best tonight. So I made the decision.” 

The Avs regained momentum with Francouz in net after Makar made a 
diving stop that provided a breakaway opportunity. MacKinnon finished it 
with a game-tying goal, 3-3, and emphatic fist pump to match. Neither 
team scored in the third period. 

Welcome back, Big Z. Flames defenseman Nikita Zadorov spent five 
seasons with the Avalanche (2015-20) before getting traded to Chicago 
and Calgary. Zadorov returned to Colorado on Saturday night as a visitor 
inside Ball Arena. 

The video board paid tribute to Zadorov early in the game with his Avs 
game highlight tape of biggest hits. Zadorov was later penalized in the 
first period for slashing. It led to the Burakovsky goal. 

Zadorov finished the night with one assist. He has 15 points (three goals) 
this season for Calgary. 

“We all loved that guy,” Landeskog said. “He was awesome and a big 
part of this locker room. You miss him but he’s playing well in Calgary 
and has done well for himself. When you’re out on the ice, there are no 
friends, but I’m sure we’ll see him down the road and catch up with him 
again.” 

Pride night. The Avalanche celebrated NHL inclusivity on Saturday with 
Pride Night at Ball Arena. Colorado players wore small patches on the 
lower portion of their jerseys — a rainbow circle with the text: LOVE 
ALWAYS WINS. 

The Avs partnered with the organization “You Can Play” which has 
served the LGBTQ community for the past 10 years. You Can Play seeks 
to “challenge the culture of locker rooms and spectator areas by 
developing a culture of respect, in every player, coach and fan,” 
according to its website. 

“Hockey should be inclusive for everybody and it is important to do things 
like this,” Makar said. 

This story will be updated. 
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Chambers: Will Avs’ Joe Sakic be more aggressive ahead of March 21 
deadline? 

 

Mike Chambers 05/03/2022 

 

NEW YORK — The NHL’s best teams are already in trade-acquisition 
mode ahead of the March 21 deadline, and the league-leading 
Avalanche is among the few in full swing. 

The question is, will the Avs swing for the fences or just tweak the roster 
and not disrupt team chemistry? 

The latter did not pan out a year ago, when Colorado acquired forward 
Carl Soderberg, defenseman Patrik Nemeth and goalie Devan Dubnyk in 
the days leading into the deadline. Soderberg was a healthy scratch 
through most of the 10-game playoff run, Dubnyk didn’t play at all and 
Nemeth was a liability. 

Avs GM Joe Sakic is bound to be more aggressive this year — despite 
not owning 2022 first- and second-round draft picks as trade chips 
because of previous deals that netted defenseman Devon Toews and 
goalie Darcy Kuemper. 

The Avalanche (40-11-4, 84 points entering Saturday) visits the New 
York Islanders at the newly opened UBS Arena on Monday in Elmont, 
N.Y., marking the two-week window before the trade deadline. The Avs 
will do something before the mid-day deadline, but the extent is 
uncertain. The health of the team will be evaluated ahead of March 21, 
and at that time, the deadline sellers will emerge. 

If the Dallas Stars are out of the playoff picture in two weeks, expect the 
Avs to take a big-league run at acquiring veteran Stars forward Joe 
Pavelski, the clutch playoff performer who would be a fantastic “rental” in 
a variety of ways. If Colorado is willing to sacrifice top-prospect Justin 
Barron, the 20-year-old defenseman currently playing for the AHL’s 
Colorado Eagles, plus an active Avalanche player, the club could get 
creative and squeeze Pavelski’s $7 million cap hit in and remain cap 
compliment. 

If Pavelski, a pending unrestricted free agent, isn’t available, Philadelphia 
Flyers forward Claude Giroux is another option, albeit pricier on the UFA 
front. San Jose’s Tomas Hertl is another attractive pending UFA and 
Vancouver’s J.T. Miller is rumored to be on the trade block with another 
year remaining on his contract. 

The Avs might also want to add a depth defenseman — particularly a 
right-shot — and there are four of them in the top-10 of TSN’s trade-bait 
list. 

Colorado currently has less than $1 million in projected cap room but 
$3,889,225 in deadline cap space, which can only be applied on deadline 
day. Sakic has said he’s willing to trade a current player to free up space 
to land a player like Pavelski or Giroux, or a collection of side pieces. 

“With the cap situation, we’re probably looking at a hockey trade,” Sakic 
said of a player-for-player deal late last month. “But we’ll also look to add 
if we can. We don’t have a lot of capital to give up, but we’re going to see 
what we can do to help.” 

Help could come in a variety of ways. Pavelski or Giroux would probably 
step into a top-six role, pushing Andre Burakovsky or Valeri Nichushkin 
to the bottom six, and make Nicolas Aube-Kubel or Tyson Jost the odd 
man out. Adding a right-shot defenseman to play with lefty Sam Girard 
would give the Avs a preferred left shot/right shot combination on all 
three parings, likely forcing Ryan Murray out of the lineup. 

But pushing a healthy guy out of the lineup is a smart way to enter the 
playoffs. Injuries are bound to happen during a long postseason run and 
the entire roster must be on high alert. The Avs have been eliminated in 
the second round of the playoffs in three consecutive seasons and 
injuries and suspension (Nazem Kadri in 2021) have contributed to those 
disappointments. 

Sakic realizes the window to win is wide open with his core group but it 
won’t last forever. He and his staff must do what’s right for the logo and 
put player feelings aside while still nurturing the chemistry factor. 

The Avs are the NHL’s best team. They must win the Stanley Cup to 
prove it. Sakic won’t be timid in the days leading up to March 21. He’ll be 
more aggressive than a year ago. 
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Cale Makar's magnificence, Samuel Girard's struggles, more: Takeaways 
from the Avalanche's loss to Calgary 

 

Peter Baugh 06/03/2022 

 

Coach Jared Bednar liked his team’s competitiveness against the 
Flames. But the Avalanche couldn’t avoid the small mistakes that carry 
big consequences. Those types of plays — turnovers and defensive 
misuses — cost teams playoff games. 

“Lots of positives to take out of the game,” he said, “and still, clearly, lots 
to work on.” 

The Avalanche lost 4-3 in overtime in what could be a playoff preview, 
giving up a goal to Johnny Gaudreau just 37 seconds into the extra 
period. Gaudreau slipped past Nathan MacKinnon and, after a perfectly 
placed pass from Elias Lindholm, found himself on a breakaway. He fired 
a wrister past Pavel Francouz, sending the Avalanche home with one 
point in the standings, not two. 

“We just let a guy go in behind us in overtime and they put it away,” 
Bednar said. “I just feel like we worked so hard to get to that point. To 
forget about our checking game when it goes to three-on-three when it’s 
even more important is disappointing.” 

Here are three takeaways from the first 60 minutes of the game, which 
had a playoff feel: 

Makar’s magnificence 

With an assist on MacKinnon’s game-tying goal in the second period, 
Cale Makar reached 60 points this season. That’s as many points as 
Drew Doughty’s career high and more than Shea Weber, Alex 
Pietrangelo, P.K. Subban and Zdeno Chara have had in a single season. 

At 23 years old, Makar is surpassing point totals of some of this era’s 
best defensemen, all with 26 games left in the season. 

His assist Saturday also showed off the defensive side of his game. With 
Matthew Tkachuk on a two-on-one with Gaudreau, Makar slid on the ice 
to take away a passing lane, forcing Gaudreau toward the boards. When 
the puck came loose in front of the net, Makar seized it and burst up ice, 
setting up an odd-man rush for the Avalanche. 

What an incredible play by Cale Makar. He breaks up an odd-man rush 
and leads the attack the other way. That set up a helluva Nathan 
MacKinnon-Nazem Kadri-Nathan MacKinnon sequence. 
pic.twitter.com/DZO8RbWOyL 

— Peter Baugh (@Peter_Baugh) March 6, 2022 

It was an all-around strong effort by Makar, who is having an all-around 
season for the ages. 

Girard’s rough night 

The Avalanche need Samuel Girard to play like a second-pairing 
defenseman. He did in the 2021 regular season, and he has at points this 
season. Saturday night wasn’t one of those moments. 

“Not his best,” Bednar said. “Fought the puck.” 

Late in the first period, Girard corralled the puck deep in his defensive 
zone, and he tried to get the puck to Devon Toews. The pass went wide, 
though, and Calgary kept it in the zone. Girard got near the puck again, 
but he lost a puck battle to Matthew Tkachuk, freshly on the ice after a 
line change. Tkachuk then got the puck to Elias Lindholm, who put it past 
goaltender Darcy Kuemper. 

Calgary's goal at the end of the first is one the Avs want to avoid. Pic 1: 
Samuel Girard couldn't connect with Devon Toews for a pass and 

Calgary got it on the blue line. Pic 2: Matthew Tkachuk beating Girard out 
in a battle along the boards, allowing him to pass to Lindholm. 
pic.twitter.com/uQqw2Lk25l 

— Peter Baugh (@Peter_Baugh) March 6, 2022 

Girard also whiffed on a puck in the second period, leading to the 
Tkachuk-Gaudreau odd-man rush ahead of Makar’s goal. Another 
giveaway set up a Sean Monahan shot, which goaltender Pavel 
Francouz speared. 

Girard hasn’t had the same success he had last season, and the game 
against the Flames was one of his lesser performances. Colorado will 
need more from him as the games get bigger. 

Kuemper’s early exit 

Kuemper, who started in net, slammed his stick on the boards as he 
skated off the ice. He’d just surrendered his third goal of the night, and 
Bednar had seen enough. He inserted No. 2 goaltender Pavel Francouz, 
hoping to give his team a spark. 

“I didn’t feel like Darcy was real sharp,” Bednar said. “At that point, we 
needed a little bit of something, so I thought maybe we’d go with 
Frankie.” 

Francouz had a strong night, keeping Calgary off the board until 
overtime. He halted 21 of the 22 shots he faced. 

Kuemper has been one of the league’s best goaltenders since returning 
from an injury in early December, so the Flames game isn’t much of a 
red flag. As for his stick slam heading to the bench, Bednar had no 
problems. 

“I wouldn’t be happy either if the coach was pulling me out of the net,” he 
said. “Sometimes, you’ve got to make tough calls as a coach. That was a 
tough one.” 

Peter Baugh covers the Colorado Avalanche for The Athletic. He has 
previously been  

Published in the Columbia Missourian, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Kansas 
City Star, POLITICO and the Washington Post. A St. Louis native, Peter 
graduated from the University of Missouri and originally covered the 
Tigers for The Athletic. Follow Peter on Twitter @Peter_Baugh. 
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Avalanche fall 4-3 in overtime in first of three meetings against the 
Pacific-Division leading Calgary Flames in March - 

 

Aarif Deen 06/03/2022 

 

The top two teams in the Western Conference slugged it out at Ball 
Arena on Saturday in a match-up that lived up to the hype. 

The Central-Division leading Avalanche fell 4-3 in overtime to the Pacific 
Divison’s top team, the Calgary Flames, in the first of three meetings 
between the two powerhouses in March. 

The game had seven goals, a goaltending change for the home team, 
multiple lead changes, big hits, great plays and even an old-fashioned 
fight between two of the NHL’s last remaining brutes. But Calgary drew 
first blood in the season series, thanks to an overtime game-winner from 
forward Johnny Gaudreau. 

“Good hockey game for sure,” Avs captain Gabriel Landeskog said. Two 
good teams and it comes down to overtime and comes on a breakaway. 
Didn’t go our way but I thought we battled hard and play well.” 
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The Avs fell to 40-11-5 and were held without a win in consecutive 
games for the first time in four months. 

“I thought we created some turnovers and some really good scoring 
chances,” head coach Jared Bednar said. “Just couldn’t find a way to put 
them in the net.” 

Backup goalie Pavel Francouz stopped all 21 shots he faced in 
regulation before the overtime winner. Francouz entered the game early 
in the second period, replacing starter Darcy Kuemper, who was pulled 
after allowing three goals on 15 shots. Kuemper was also called for a 
delay of game penalty for shooting the puck over the glass. Calgary 
scored on the ensuing power play. 

Colorado was trailing 3-2 at the time of the change but also had a slow 
start to the second period. 

“We picked up our game right away and we started playing in their zone,” 
Francouz said of his relief appearance. “It’s kind of a cliche but what 
coach meant to do was fire us up. And that was exactly what happened.” 

Colorado stormed out to an early lead on the first shift of the game. 
Landeskog finished a sequence that saw both Valeri Nichushkin and 
Nazem Kadri, get a shot on goal before he cleaned up the rebound with 
his 30th of the season. 

Nichushkin returned after missing two games and had two points. He 
also assisted on Colorado’s second goal from winger Andre Burakovsky. 

Bednar paired Nichushkin on the second line alongside his usual center 
in Kadri but with Landeskog on the other wing. The trio was matched up 
for a majority of the night against Calgary’s top line of Elias Lindholm, 
Matthew Tkachuk and Gaudreau. 

“I thought they did a fabulous job against that line and still created a ton 
of chances,” Bednar said. 

Tied at 2-2 in the second period, the Flames pulled ahead off what 
seemed like a harmless shot from the point from defense Erik 
Gudbrandson — which led to the goaltending change for the Avs. 

The only other goal in regulation came from Avalanche superstar Nathan 
MacKinnon. He tied the game at 3-3 midway through the middle frame 
with his 17th of the season. 

MacKinnon’s tally came nearly three minutes after Kurtis MacDermid and 
Flames forward Milan Lucic dropped the gloves in a marathon tilt in the 
Avalanche’s zone. 

It was MacDermid’s fifth fight of the season and fourth in front of Avs fans 
at Ball Arena. 

“Two big men going at it. That was a good fight,” Landeskog said. 
“Dermy isn’t scared of anybody and Looch is one of the toughest guys in 
the league if not the toughest guy over the last decade or so. So that was 
good. It got us going. Dermy does his job and fired up the bench and the 
guys fed off of that.” 

__ 

Aarif Deen is our Colorado Avalanche beat reporter. He covers Avs 
games live from Ball Arena and attends practices, media availabilities 
and other events pertaining to the Avs on the daily beat. He is also a co-
host of Hockey Mountain High: Your go-to Avalanche Podcast. Deen 
joined Mile High Sports upon completion of his bachelor’s degree in 
journalism and master’s in business administration from the University of 
Michigan – Dearborn. Before Mile High Sports, Deen worked for the 
Michigan Wolverines Athletics Department as the assistant sports 
information director. 
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Dater: Thoughts and observations from Colorado Avalanche loss to 
Flames (+) - Colorado Hockey Now 

 

By Adrian Dater 06/03/2022 

 

Listen, first off, I thought it was a great game tonight. If that’s the Western 
Conference final matchup – Colorado Avalanche vs. Calgary Flames – 
we would be in for a real treat. It was a hard-hitting game with some 
nastiness, a great heavyweight fight between Kurtis MacDermid and 
Milan Lucic and some sensational plays. 

But the Avs found a way to lose the game, 4-3 in overtime. A soft play on 
the puck by Mikko Rantanen turned it over, leading to a Johny Gaudreau 
breakaway on Pavel Francouz. That was that. Calgary gets two points, 
Avs get one. Avs still have a 12-point lead on Flames in the battle for the 
Western crown. 

The bad part about this game for the Avs: Darcy Kuemper didn’t seem 
dialed in tonight, and was pulled early in the second period. Kuemper 
slammed his stick against the bench and stomped down the hallway 
before regaining his cool and watching the rest of the game from the 
bench. 

And, the Avs played giveaway with the puck a few too many times. They 
took two one-goal leads earlier in the game, but got sloppy on ensuing 
shifts and the leads vanished. 

“I thought we battled hard, played well,” captain Gabe Landeskog said. 
“But it was a breakaway in the end. 

Landeskog said of Kuemper being pulled, after allowing a third Calgary 
goal by the early part of the second: “Most of the time, it’s not because 
the goalie’s playing bad. It’s to give the team a spark, basically saying to 
the whole group, ‘let’s start over, let’s start fresh.’ 

$20 Dollar Bonus Voucher! 

Said Jared Bednar: “I didn’t feel like Darcy was real sharp. At that point, I 
thought we needed a little something. It was a tough call to make.” 

About Kuemper’s show of emotion after being taken out, Bednar said, “I 
wouldn’t be happy either.” 

Bednar said, “I liked our checking game last two periods. I liked our third 
period, a lot.” 

But, in the end, the Avs just weren’t quite sharp enough with the puck – 
and Kuemper couldn’t bail them out this time. 

THOUGHTS AND OBSERVATIONS 

Nathan MacKinnon was flying tonight, getting a goal and nine shots on 
net. He also took some criticism from the panel on “Hockey Night in 
Canada”, with Kelly Hrudey at one point saying MacKinnon is “crossing 
the line” with his temper lately. Elliotte Friedman reported that some NHL 
officials are mad that MacKinnon wasn’t suspended for that slash on a 
linesman in Boston a couple weeks ago. Kevin Bieksa criticized 
MacKinnon for not having good “game management” with his fight in 
Arizona at the end of the contest the other night. 

Valeri Nichushkin returned tonight and played pretty well I thought, 
although he seemed a tad off with some decision-making with the puck at 
times. 

Tyson Jost took a puck to the face and didn’t return. Prior to that, he lost 
five of six faceoffs. 

J.T. Compher, a minus-1 with only 40-percent success rate on faceoffs. 
Avs as a team won only 38 percent of the draws. Not good enough. 

Tough night for Sam Girard. Minus-1 and a couple of giveaways. 
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Darren Helm was a scratch for Kurtis MacDermid. But Big Mac only 
played 2:03 in the game. He did have that heavyweight fight with Milan 
Lucic, though, which fired up the crowd – and the Avs I thought. I thought 
Big Mac won the fight on points. 

Nikita Zadorov actually played a pretty good game against the Avs, I 
thought. He had an assist and laid a couple of hard hits on guys, 
including MacKinnon and Girard. 

I dropped my phone at the game, and it is completely toast. Like, it’s got 
just some weird, purplish hue to the screen now.  Doesn’t do anything. I 
hope my schmoozing skills are on point with T-Mobile clerks tomorrow. 

Rantanen just got knocked off the puck by Lindholm of the Flames, then 
everybody just watched him hit Gaudreau with a long lead pass. Not like 
Mikko to get separated so easy from the puck like that. 

Adrian Dater - Kiss and Larry Bird fan. Writer with @Gambling and 
@Bookies. Previously Denver Post, SI, Bleacher Report to name just a 
few. 
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Boulding: Time To Take Hate Out Of Hockey - Colorado Hockey Now 

 

By Ryan Boulding 05/03/2022 

 

What is it about being American that makes us love to hate? 

We hate foods, we hate products, we hate movies and shows, and we’re 
exceptionally adept at hating people. 

We hate athletes on opposing teams. We hate athletes that have left our 
teams. We hate athletes who don’t look like us or act like us or think like 
us. 

We hate people who don’t look like us or act like us or think like us. 

It seems like just yesterday that we were discussing the soulless bags of 
flesh who ran Colorado Avalanche goaltender prospect Hunter Miska off 
social media because they couldn’t cope with their run-amok fanaticism 
and therefore HAD to lash out at someone. The hate had to flow. 

It seems like just yesterday that we were learning about how nasty 
people are to players like Nazem Kadri because of his religious beliefs 
and heritage, and sometimes his public mistakes as a hockey player in 
the National Hockey League. 

It seems like every day there’s some lesson to be learned about the 
worst of society rearing its ugly head, and a warped vocal minority 
spewing hatred has certainly never shied away from the sport of hockey. 

So here we are again. Move over islamophobia, xenophobia wants you 
to hold its Coors Light. More fear of The Other has arrived. This time it’s 
directed at Russian hockey players because somehow they’re 
responsible for the actions of their homeland. It’s silly and misguided and 
boy will you learn just how much of a two-way street it is if you ever leave 
the country. 

It’s despicable to think that once again, players are being threatened by 
supposed fans of the game. If that’s the case, those people can go. We 
don’t need them hanging around games and buying jerseys and sowing 
their B.S. 

What control does Nikita Zadorov or Kirill Kaprizov have over Russia’s 
disastrous invasion of Ukraine? What say does Artemi Panarin or Pavel 
Buchnevich have in deterring heinous war crimes from happening? What 
can many of the Russians playing hockey, or any sport, in the United 
States do? 

Very little. 

And largely they shouldn’t have to be held to account for that. These are 
citizens of the world, of cultures affected by geopolitical events unfolding 
in their homeland, that may have thoughts and opinions on things that 
are worth asking after. But they’re also not beholden to taking a 
defensible or indefensible position in the same way that very few 
American players are expected to discuss their political ideologies or 
thoughts on diplomatic situations. 

And they certainly don’t deserve derision and denigration, or worse, 
simply for existing or deciding to keep quiet. 

$20 Dollar Bonus Voucher! 

Alex Ovechkin is a different story. As an active supporter of a murderous 
dictator who has been very vocal of his support, both in words and deeds 
and Instagram avatars, Ovechkin deserves to be asked about these 
events. As someone who founded Putin Team and served as a 
mouthpiece for the autocratic regime, calling for saving children from 
non-existent Ukrainian fascism, No. 8 should be accountable for 
continuing to stand behind those words or recanting them altogether—
publicly like he has in the past. 

There is responsibility there, particularly as a one-time face of the NHL 
and no doubt the face of the NHL to Russians. And if you’re worried 
about something happening to his family were he to simply come out and 
say he doesn’t support a war against neighboring Ukraine, fear not. He’s 
a national icon and worth, according to CapFriendly, at least 
$183,002,600 in salary earnings. He’s untouchable. 

Hockey, and sport in general, is used as propaganda for Russia, and 
therefore is not above reproach in dire situations such as these. 

Do 17-year-olds in the CHL deserve to be cut from their teams, denied 
entry into the U.S. or Canada, and ostracized from the sport because 
their accomplishments are used as a tool to show how their nation can 
fight off the decadent West? No. 

Do national teams deserve the right to compete for the glory of Russia 
abroad? No. 

There are avenues here that have diplomatic impacts as a punishment or 
deterrent, but I can assure you that threatening death or physical harm to 
Russian players like Valeri Nichushkin isn’t moving the needle anywhere. 
It’s just pathetic. 

Holding the Washington Capitals to account for allegedly banning 
Ukrainian flags from games while potentially allowing others is part of the 
hockey fan’s unwritten code of conduct. Protesting and booing a player 
like Ovechkin in other cities is a rite of passage as old as sport. Calling 
out weak comments and hypocrisy as being unacceptable is a 
requirement from the media. 

You don’t have to root for him. You don’t have to support him. But you 
also shouldn’t be wishing him, or any Russian players, harm or death. 

It’s time for the Hockey Enlightenment, a period in which we accept that 
this is a global game played by players of different nations and beliefs 
and attitudes that is constantly changing. You don’t have to like 
everyone. You don’t have to support everyone. There can be villains and 
heroes, whether in reality or of your own creation. 

But the unhinged desire for violence, for verbal and physical threats, the 
irrational hatred of people based on their religion, race, heritage, sexual 
orientation, or athletic prowess is pathetic. And attitudes like that are the 
reason for war and genocide and violence around the world in the first 
place. 

Ryan broke into hockey media wIth Mile High Sports before ultimately 
covering the Avalanche as a pioneering in-house correspondent for the 
team. A frequent member of the PHWA, his freelance work has been 
used by The Denver Post, The Athletic, and Mile High Sports. You can 
catch his radio show, The Hockey Show, on Saturdays on Mile High 
Sports Radio. 
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Nichushkin back for Colorado Avalanche tonight, other lineup news - 
Colorado Hockey Now 

 

Adrian Dater 05/03/2022 

 

It’s going to be an exciting game tonight at Ball Arena, with the league-
leading Colorado Avalanche hosting the Calgary Flames. Valeri 
Nichushkin will be back in the lineup, with Darcy Kuemper in net. 

Those are your big lineup takeaways for the Avs, who are coming off that 
desultory loss in Arizona the other night. 

“Losses don’t sit well with our group. Gotta find ways to bounce back,” 
Avs coach Jared Bednar said. “Calgary has a deep team, real deep. 
Great goaltending, lot of depth. We’re going to play them twice in the 
next week, and they’re a top team in the league right now. This will be a 
really good test for our club.” 

Calgary native Cale Makar will be ready. 

“Obviously, that’s the team from my hometown, the team I grew up 
cheering for. But my allegiances lie somewhere else now,” Makar said. 

Bednar said he didn’t know who the healthy scratch would be tonight, so 
we can’t give exact lines or D pairs. Have to wait til around gametime to 
find out. But, Kuemper is in net. 

Bo Byram skated again this morning. Here’s him finishing up with putting 
pucks in the bucket, with skills coach Shawn Allard. 

$20 Dollar Bonus Voucher! 

There is still no official word/timeline on a potential Byram return. 

Thanks to all the new subscribers yesterday with my $5 off deal. 

I’d be a fool not to offer it again today. So…if you want a 12-month 
subscription to our fair site here, use the promo code 5off in the 
subscription checkout box here. Price will drop from $29.99 to $24.99. 
Today only (unless I change my mind and offer it tomorrow too). 

Jacob Markstrom is expected to start in goal for the Flames, who are 8-1-
1 in the last 10. 

Tonight’s game will also feature Pride Night as part of the National 
Hockey League’s initiatives, Hockey Is For Everyone and You Can Play 
Program. The Avs are -150 favorites to beat the Flames tonight, at 
Superbook Colorado. 

Subscribe to CHN+ today! 

Adrian Dater - Kiss and Larry Bird fan. Writer with @Gambling and 
@Bookies. Previously Denver Post, SI, Bleacher Report to name just a 
few. 
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The Flyers close out in the third period and beat the Blackhawks, 4-3 

 

Olivia Reiner 

 

With his sights set on snapping the Flyers’ two-game skid, interim coach 
Mike Yeo got the band back together. 

For the first time since Nov. 10, the second line of center Derick 
Brassard, right winger Cam Atkinson, and left winger Joel Farabee 
reunited, combining for three goals in the Flyers’ 4-3 victory over the 
Chicago Blackhawks on Saturday at the Wells Fargo Center. 

As center Kevin Hayes returned to the lineup, Yeo reshuffled the forward 
lines and reunited the “FAB” trio of Farabee, Atkinson, Brassard, who 
had success together during the first 10 games of the season. 

“It’s just like the playmaking game of Farabee and the finish of Atkinson,” 
Brassard said. “I think it’s a good line. And tonight we came out big for 
the team. We scored some key goals at some key moments in the game, 
and those two guys were buzzing around.” 

Brassard’s early third-period goal tied the game at 3-3 and gave life to 
the Flyers’ offensive attack, which went stagnant in the second period. 
Five minutes after Brassard’s goal, Atkinson scored his second of the 
game through traffic, eluding goalie Kevin Lankinen for the game-winning 
tally. 

The matchup featured plenty of physicality on both sides as the game 
devolved into scrums after goals and whistles. But after relinquishing a 
late lead to the Minnesota Wild on Thursday, the Flyers closed out 
against the Blackhawks and broke their losing streak for their first win of 
the month. 

“It’s amazing when guys stick up for each other,” Atkinson said. “Kind of 
brings everyone into the fight. That’s what good teams do is when they 
support each other and stick up for each other, good things will usually 
happen.” 

First-period fight 

This season, the Flyers have fared well when scoring the first goal of the 
game (13-4-6) and have only won three times when they haven’t. From 
the drop of the puck, the Flyers sought to impose their game upon the 
Blackhawks and successfully did so for the majority of the period. For the 
first 15 minutes of the first period, the Flyers spent most of their time on 
the attack. 

Less than five minutes into the first period, winger Oskar Lindblom put 
the Flyers on the board first. Defenseman Travis Sanheim fired a shot 
from the blue line and Lindblom deflected the puck past Lankinen to put 
the Flyers up, 1-0. The Flyers managed to maintain their lead by the end 
of the first 20 minutes even when the Blackhawks generated sustained 
offensive zone time in the last five minutes. Martin Jones made a diving 
save to avoid a backdoor goal at the buzzer. 

“The last game, that was an embarrassment for everyone,” Atkinson 
said. “Myself included. And to do it in front of our fans, that shouldn’t 
happen. So we wanted to come out strong.” 

Good feelings fizzled in the second 

Twenty-four seconds into the second period, center Jonathan Toews won 
an offensive-zone draw and kicked a pass back for winger Alex 
DeBrincat, who beat Jones over his blocker to tie the game at 1. 

Dylan Strome scored 12 minutes later to put the Blackhawks on top, 2-1, 
but Atkinson quickly tied the game three minutes later with a backdoor 
goal off a feed from Farabee. A scrum broke out following Atkinson’s 
goal, which lead to a Flyers power play. However, shortly after the 
Blackhawks’ roughing penalty expired, Strome scored again off of a 
takeaway to put the Blackhawks up, 3-2. 

Paltry power play, mighty penalty kill 

Going into Saturday’s game, the Flyers ranked 30th (14.2% success 
rate) in the league on the power play overall and 31st when playing at 
home (13.8%). The Flyers earned four opportunities on the man-
advantage against the Blackhawks, who boast one of the league’s worst 
penalty-kill units (28th overall, 30th on the road). 
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The Flyers generated some scoring chances on their first two power 
plays, especially from the second unit of Brassard, Hayes, Travis 
Konecny, Rasmus Ristolainen, and Ivan Provorov. However, the Flyers 
didn’t manage a single shot on goal during their third power play and 
were held scoreless on all four attempts. However, the Flyers had a 
resounding penalty kill late in the third period, stifling the Blackhawks as 
they sought to tie the game and holding them to one shot on goal. 

“It would’ve been real easy just to pack it in and just hope something 
happens,” Farabee said. “But to go out there and get a win in the third at 
home I think is really big for us and gives us a lot of confidence.” 

What’s next 

The Flyers conclude their eight-game homestand on Tuesday when they 
take on the Vegas Golden Knights at 7 p.m. 
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Impotent Flyers rally to batter the Blackhawks after Mike Yeo calls out 
the team | Marcus Hayes 

 

Marcus Hayes 

 

Mike Yeo is mad as hell, and he’s not gonna take it anymore. 

It’s about time. 

For decades, Flyers coaches and brass have protected their precious 
players like they’re diarrheic ducklings. Guess what hit the fan? 

On Friday, for the second time in 14 hours, Yeo crushed his club with a 
damning, public indictment. Every note he hit was right on key. 

He said after a gutting loss Thursday night and after a Friday afternoon 
team meeting, again and again, that his Flyers lack “passion.” They need 
more “character,” commitment,” “buy-in,” “leadership,” and “attitude.” 
They don’t play hard enough often enough. 

Twenty-seven hours later the Blackhawks visited, and the wilted skaters 
rose to the occasion. They played like the Bullies of yore, with speed and 
physicality, delighting a crowd that, for a change, nearly filled the barn. 

They instigated three scrums, contributed to a two-team, seven-man 
penalty-box party in the third period, and won, 4-3. Granted, the “W” 
came against a ratty team that took two penalties for too many skaters, 
but a win’s a win, and the Flyers only had three wins in their last 24 
games, so they were delighted, and Yeo’s valuation was validated. 

“Team got called up pretty loudly by Coach, and I thought the boys 
responded the right way,” said veteran forward Kevin Hayes. 

Well, Coach? 

“A positive step,” Yeo said afterward. 

Geez, Coach. 

What onions on this guy. Yeo is an interim coach of a historically bad 
team. He doesn’t care. He’s seen too many missed checks, too many 
intercepted passes, and too little effort to let this pass any longer. 

He lost it after he watched his team commit 15 turnovers Thursday night -
- 15 more lazy, dumb plays from a talent-thin team that can’t afford to be 
this lazy or this dumb. Yeo and his staff have done all they can do. 

He wants gladiators, not tergiversators. It’s on the players now. 

“They’re the ones out there who have to be warriors,” he said. 

Sadly, when the heat is on, the Flyers have melted like snowflakes. 

They didn’t melt Saturday. For a change. 

‘We crumbled’ 

The team infuriated him Thursday night when it blew four leads and lost 
to the Wild, 5-4, and he tore into the players in the locker room afterward, 
then ripped them in his news conference. 

“We crumbled,” he admitted. 

After watching game film, Yeo wasn’t any happier Friday, and he called a 
lunchtime meeting to rip them again. 

“I’m still angry today, to be honest with you,” Yeo said Friday. “I’m angry 
that we don’t have a little more attitude.” 

They have three wins in the last 24 games, they’re 8-18-6 since Yeo 
replaced Alain Vigneault in December, and they seem certain to supplant 
the 2006-07 team as the worst in franchise history. 

“Some of these times we’re going out there and we’re not giving 100 
percent,” he said. 

So what? So, this: 

“We’re probably going to have to get a little bit dirty here,” Yeo said, “to 
make sure we push this group to a way higher level of commitment.” 

Getting dirty? 

By “dirty,” Yeo said, he meant that players will start losing playing time, if 
not their jobs. 

“I don’t expect us to win every single night, but we have to be willing to 
get our nose dirty,” Yeo said. “We have to be willing to play hard. If you 
don’t win, you can accept that.” 

He carved out no exception. He didn’t applaud Scott Laughton or Claude 
Giroux, who have been playing pretty well, and he didn’t single out Ivan 
Provorov, the $6.75 million defenseman who’s been playing like a Dollar 
Store washout. 

He will accept no excuses. The Flyers played most of the season gutted 
by injuries, but now, as the team gets healthier, the play somehow is 
getting worse. 

“We’ve got players coming back,” Yeo said. “If guys aren’t doing the job, 
obviously, ice time is going to reflect that.” 

Tin men? 

Yeo thinks the Flyers might be distracted by trade rumors; Giroux is on 
the block, among others. He believes they might be intimidated by the 
competition. They could be overwhelmed by the hopelessness of a lost 
season. 

“Do you come to the rink and feel sorry for yourself?” Yeo said. “Do you 
come to the rink and say, ‘OK, maybe it’s not our night tonight?’” 

Two of the more prominent leaders, Sean Couturier and Hayes, have 
played 29 and 20 games, respectively. Coots is done for the year, but 
Hayes returned Saturday and set up the game’s first goal on his second 
shift. 

Yeo’s miserly approval Saturday is understandable, considering how 
chapped he was Thursday and Friday. 

“We’ve let some bad habits creep in,” Yeo said Friday, and the players -- 
many of them good friends -- weren’t holding each other accountable. 
“There’s a difference between being a good teammate and being a good 
guy.” 

Having more good players would help, but even mediocre players can 
play hard. 

“I’m not saying we’re going to guarantee wins,” Yeo said. “We certainly 
can guarantee a great work ethic. We have to make sure we play with 
passion.” 
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Saturday, there was passion. Saturday, there was work ethic. Will there 
be passion and work ethic when Vegas visits Tuesday? 

“I hope ... everything’s going to be great and shiny and perfect the rest of 
the way,” Yeo said Friday, “but I’m pretty sure that’s not the reality.” 

Mike Yeo might be mad, but he ain’t crazy. 
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www.nbcsports.com /philadelphia/flyers/flyers-vs-blackhawks-preview-
game-time-tv-info-lineup-and-more 

Flyers' winger with big shot activated off IR, set to gear up with Phantoms 

 

by Jordan Hall  

 

The Flyers (16-28-10) will look to snap a two-game losing streak 
Saturday when they host the Blackhawks (20-27-8). 

Let's get into the essentials for the game: 

When: 3 p.m. ET 

Where: Wells Fargo Center 

Broadcast: ABC 

Live stream: ESPN+ 

• Wade Allison was activated off of injured reserve Saturday morning and 
loaned to AHL affiliate Lehigh Valley. 

The 24-year-old winger had been recovering from an MCL sprain he 
suffered Jan. 22. 

Because of an ankle injury and the knee issue, Allison has played just 
eight pro games this season — one with the Flyers and seven with the 
Phantoms. 

How long could it be until the Flyers look to call him up? 

"I don't think that there has really been a long-term plan talked about that 
to be honest with you," Flyers interim head coach Mike Yeo said 
Saturday before the game. "He just hasn't played. It's a matter of him 
getting playing right now. 

"Just like everybody, you read what our situation is, what our needs are, 
but you're also looking at the player, kind of where he's at, is he 
performing well, is he dominating at that level. That's really what you 
want your prospects to do, is to be able to dominate at the American 
League level and, once you can do that, you're proving that you're ready 
for the NHL." 

Allison has an NHL shot and the Flyers entered Saturday 29th in the 
league with 2.50 goals per game. When Allison shows he's ready, which 
may not take long, the Flyers should look at him in their bottom six. 

More: Flyers might be back to where they wanted to be with Frost 

• Kevin Hayes, who has been limited to 20 games this season because of 
abdominal issues, will play his first game since Jan. 17. 

"Saw a bunch of different people, saw a bunch of doctors, took a bunch 
of blood work and I think we figured it out," Hayes said Friday. 

"I feel like I'm at a point where this is the best I will feel. I do feel 100 
percent. Luckily I didn't need to get another surgery and I don't think 
playing is going to force me to get another surgery, as well." 

More: After 'real bad infection,' Hayes wants to get back on track with 
Flyers, fans 

• Justin Braun is good to go after leaving Thursday's 5-4 loss to the Wild 
in the second period because of the flu. 

Projected lineup 

Forwards 

Claude Giroux-Scott Laughton-Travis Konecny 

Joel Farabee-Derick Brassard-Cam Atkinson 

Oskar Lindblom-Kevin Hayes-James van Riemsdyk 

Max Willman-Patrick Brown-Zack MacEwen 

Defensemen 

Ivan Provorov-Justin Braun 

Travis Sanheim-Rasmus Ristolainen 

Keith Yandle-Kevin Connauton 

Goalies 

Martin Jones 

Carter Hart 

Subscribe to and rate Flyers Talk 

Apple Podcasts | Spotify | Stitcher | Art19 | YouTube 
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After 'real bad infection,' Hayes wants to get back on track with Flyers, 
fans 

 

By Jordan Hall 

 

VOORHEES, N.J. — For Kevin Hayes, a game means everything to him. 

He's hoping it will mean something to Flyers fans again, that the ugliness 
and dread of the team's 2021-22 season will soon be lifted. 

That the game will look and feel better again. 

Hayes, trudging through unforeseen obstacles and arduous recoveries, is 
feeling better again. 

Abdominal issues have wreaked serious havoc on the 29-year-old since 
last season. Despite the Flyers' season being well lost in early March, 
Hayes will experience an important victory by playing Saturday for the 
first time since Jan. 17. 

A little over three weeks ago, general manager Chuck Fletcher said the 
second-line center had a 50/50 chance to play again this season. Hayes 
having a fourth surgery and being shut down for the season was on the 
table. 

"It definitely means something," Hayes said Friday. "You guys have a job, 
I have a job, I get paid to play hockey and it's the thing I love most in my 
life besides my family. It sucks when you don't play. It's boring, it's sad, 
it's frustrating. I feel like I owe it to my teammates, I owe it to the city, I 
owe it to Chuck. It's important that you do what you get paid to do. I don't 
want to jeopardize anything later on like for next season or anything, 
that's why we took so much time to figure out what was going on. It took 
a while, but I feel good." 
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It took a while because Hayes needed a procedure Jan. 18 to address an 
infection that had developed in his groin area. Prior to the start of this 
season, he had to undergo two abdominal surgeries in fewer than four 
months. He made his season debut Nov. 13 and was forced out one 
game later. He returned Dec. 1 and played through pain until mid-
January, when he came back out — and for good — because of the 
infection. 

"It's been a lot of ups and downs for me," Hayes said. "Tried playing, still 
didn't feel too good, tried coming back again, tried seeing a bunch of 
people, still never felt so good. Found out that I had a real bad infection 
in my groin that kind of spread through the whole upper leg on my left 
side. Got to a point where surgery was needed, we did that, waited for 
the infection to get out and waited for this lump that I had to settle down. 
Feel pretty good now. 

"I don't think anyone can tell anyone that something's not going to 
happen. But the infection's gone, I've met with infectious disease people 
and they kind of cleared that whole part out. Said my blood's all clean, it's 
a lot smaller than what it was, so that's good. 

"They did a little debridement, took out some stuff and I've been 
rehabbing since. You guys see me out there every day. Feel pretty good. 
It gets pretty repetitive when you skate by yourself every day. 
Unfortunately we had some injuries along the way and I got to skate with 
some guys, but I'm just excited to get back." 

Hayes said they don't know when or how the infection started. But 
following the procedure and a lot of rehab, he recently had a positive 
doctor's appointment that highlighted healing and progress toward a 
return. 

"A week or two would go by and I'm like, 'Oh, I feel amazing.' Then 
another 10 days would go by and I'm like, 'I need surgery next week,'" 
Hayes said. "Just a lot of ups and downs and you don't really know 
what's going on. We figured out what was going on. 

"We kind of did a final MRI that was going to kind of decide whether or 
not I was going to have a chance to play or probably lean toward getting 
surgery and sitting out and getting ready for next year. I didn't have really 
high hopes that it was going to be good news. We left, the trainer called 
me and got good news." 

Hayes has been rehabbing, practicing and feeling much better. He said 
this is the best he has felt "in a while." 

"I can just feel it skating up the ice pre-practice," Hayes said. "When 
you're striding and you don't feel a tug in your leg or a pain in your upper 
groin, it's nice. When you actually skate full speed without pain, it feels 
nice. 

"Saw a bunch of different people, saw a bunch of doctors, took a bunch 
of blood work and I think we figured it out. 

"I feel like I'm at a point where this is the best I will feel. I do feel 100 
percent. Luckily I didn't need to get another surgery and I don't think 
playing is going to force me to get another surgery, as well." 

Kevin Hayes watches the Flyers' morning skate on Jan. 20, two days 
after undergoing a procedure to address an infection in his groin area. 

As the Flyers host the Blackhawks on Saturday (3 p.m. ET/ABC), Hayes 
will start the game on the third line with Oskar Lindblom and James van 
Riemsdyk. 

"Certainly a guy that's going to bring some enthusiasm and some joy," 
Flyers interim head coach Mike Yeo said. "A guy who's going to try to 
make plays, obviously a big body, a guy that can help you at both ends of 
the ice, a guy that's going to help you on special teams, a guy that's 
going to help you in the faceoff circle. 

"It's going to be interesting to see kind of where he's at. He played 
through a lot of pain and injury earlier in the year. I'm hoping that we can 
get a fully healthy Kevin Hayes back because that would do an awful lot 
for us." 

Hayes has fought frustration because the Flyers are enduring one of their 
worst seasons in franchise history and he hasn't been able to help. The 
Flyers enter the weekend at 16-28-10. They've been hit hard by injuries 
to critical pieces, Hayes being of them. The 6-foot-5, all-situation piece 
has been limited to 20 games in the third season of his seven-year, $50 
million deal. 

"It's obviously frustrating when you see the season that the team's having 
and you're supposed to be one of the key players to help your team win. 
Even when you were playing, you weren't doing too much to help your 
team win," he said. "I take a lot of pride in helping this team win and 
being the best player that I can be. I love playing for this team, I love this 
city. It's been a tough year for that stuff, but hopefully that stuff's in the 
past and starting tomorrow, we can kind of start trending in the right 
way." 

Fans have expressed their frustration with stomaching such a down 
season for the franchise by boycotting games. 

Hayes was asked what his message would be to the fan base. 

"A lot of guys in this organization love this city. It's a fun city to play for. 
The fans are really invested, good and bad ways I guess," he said with a 
smile. "It's tough seeing the way the team's played. You guys have seen 
the crowds, it's been tough this year. 

"But I know everyone in this organization wants to turn it around and be a 
team that people dread coming to Philly to play, and that involves the 
players, the coaching and the fans. I'm sure we'll get there. 

"The season has gone the way it has, but we were there two years ago 
and we have a very similar team that we did then. There's not a doubt in 
my mind that we'll be there soon. Just bear with us and it'll be a fun ride." 
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Flyers Notebook: Mike Yeo’s challenge yielded strong response 

 

Jack McCaffery 06/03/2022 

 

PHILADELPHIA — After having dripped the idea through the press only 
to have it largely dismissed a couple of weeks ago, Mike Yeo took his 
complaints to his players after a Thursday night loss to the Minnesota 
Wild. 

His message, which was reported to have been forceful: If you want to 
play for the Flyers, start to prove it on the ice. 

Whether under threat from an interim coach or under the soothing 
powers of the sputtering Blackhawks, the Flyers played with passion and 
precision in a 4-3 victory Saturday. 

Too little, too … 

“With everything that’s gone on this year, it’s been pretty hard on the 
guys,” Derick Brassard said. “They’ve been battling pretty hard the last 
few months. We are trying to build something here. We had some pretty 
good games, then we had what I would say was a terrible game. So we 
met and we felt like we could play better today. And I think the intensity of 
everyone went up tonight and we competed hard. 

“I think it shows if we do that, we’ll have success.” 

Success is relative, but, for Yeo, it could be measured in how the Flyers 
play over their final 27 games. So he let loose with some challenges and 
will enter that stretch on a one-game winning streak, rallying Saturday 
after trailing, 3-2, heading into the final 20 minutes. 
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“It wasn’t a perfect game, no question about it,” Yeo said. “But we talked 
about a winning attitude after the second period. And a winning attitude is 
just kind of recognizing that we are only down a goal and we are at 
home. And I like the way we came out in the third, to be sure.” 

• • • 

Justin Braun, who was hit with a flu and left a Thursday game against 
Minnesota in the second period, returned Saturday and had two hits in 
21:05 of ice time. 

“You definitely miss a guy like Brauner, and his reliability and his 
presence,” Yeo said. “I think it’s good to have him back, especially 
against some pretty high-end offensive players on their side.” 

With the March 21 NHL trade deadline approaching, the Flyers have 
been hit with a season-record barrage of scouting-pass requests. Braun, 
at 35 a pending free agent, is believed to be available. 

• • • 

Wade Allison, limited to one game this season due to knee trouble, was 
dumped to Lehigh Valley Friday, clearing a roster spot for the return of 
Kevin Hayes. Allison, 24, was a second-round 2016 draft choice. He 
played 14 games for the Flyers last season, scoring four goals. 

“Obviously, he just hasn’t played, and it’s just a matter of him playing 
right now,” Yeo said. “Just like everybody, you read whatever the 
situation is and what our needs are, but you also look at the player and 
where he is at. Is he performing well? Is he dominating at that level? 
That’s what you really want your prospects do be able to do, dominate at 
the American League level. 

“Once you can do that, then you’ve kind of proven you’re ready for the 
NHL.” 

• • • 

Martin Jones was in goal Saturday and stopped 26 of 29 shots. 

“I thought we tracked really well all night,” he said. “Just the way the 
game was, it was obviously a very physical game and the guys didn’t 
really have a choice but to be engaged and battle real hard. I thought we 
did a good job around the net and checked real hard.” 

• • • 

NOTES >> Kevin Connauton left the game in the third period after being 
hit in the head by Kirby Dach. There was no subsequent medical update. 
… Cam Atkinson had his fifth multi-goal game of the season, scoring 
twice and adding an assist. … The Blackhawks have not won a regular-
season game in the Wells Fargo Center since March 31, 1998, a stretch 
of 17 games. … Limited by hip trauma to 24 games this season, 
Brassard scored his 199th career goal. 
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Now pain-free, Kevin Hayes returns to provide a timely boost 

 

Jack McCaffery 06/03/2022 

 

PHILADELPHIA — The troubles had come in swift succession, 
challenging Kevin Hayes physically and emotionally. By Saturday, all he 
could do was prove they would never deflate him professionally. 

Less than a month after general manager Chuck Fletcher reduced it to a 
“50-50” proposition that the veteran center would play again this season, 
Hayes returned Saturday to log 16 minutes, 13 seconds of ice time in a 

4-3 victory over the Chicago Blackhawks. His assist on an Oskar 
Lindblom deflection goal 4:46 into the game helped. 

His presence, insisted Mike Yeo, helped even more. 

“It’s a luxury we haven’t had, that’s for sure,” Yeo said before the game. 
“It should bring some energy to the group. You bring a guy like (Hayes) 
back to the lineup, and he’s a big man and he’s a big presence inside the 
locker room.” 

The appearance was just the 21st of the season for Hayes, his first since 
Jan. 17. It was his first in a long time, however, without pain. 

“It is night and day,” Hayes said, “compared to how I felt the last 15 
games.” 

Hayes underwent an abdominal operation in the offseason, then required 
another, that one-two gut punch keeping him unavailable until Nov. 13. 
Soon after, however, an infection in his groin area caused him so much 
discomfort that he required additional medical attention. 

That cascade of physical trauma came after the emotional challenge 
Hayes faced last summer when his brother, former NHL player Jimmy 
Hayes, died at age 31. Hayes, though, never gave up on playing again 
this season, and it was deemed less than a coincidence by his 
teammates that they would snap a two-game losing streak upon his 
return. 

“For sure,” Joel Farabee said. “Just having the regulars in the lineup, 
especially Hayesie, it gives guys confidence to make plays. In that first 
10-minute stretch, Hayesie was kind of snapping it around, so it gives the 
guys a little boost on the bench. And I think a lot of guys feed off that.” 

Hayes, 29, was expected to provide consistent production this season, 
but was among multiple would-be pillars – including Sean Couturier and 
Ryan Ellis – to have had a perforated season. But his infection has 
cleared, his surgeries worked, and he will do what he can to help the 
Flyers salvage whatever they can from a painful season. 

“The way things have gone this year, it seems like everything kind of 
winds up in the back of our net when we’re up a goal and there’s only five 
minutes left,” Hayes said. “I thought the guys responded really well 
today.” 

While Yeo resisted overdoing it and excused Hayes from penalty-killing 
duty, the veteran did play 4:40 on the power play. 

“I felt pretty good,” said Hayes, who had missed the last 16 games. “I 
was lucky enough to get a few chances right away and get my 
confidence back. It is nice when you are getting ‘Grade A’s’ right away 
and playing with good players.” 

Centering Lindbloom and James van Riemsdyk, Hayes generated three 
shots on goal, was credited with two hits and was a plus-1. 

For the desperate Flyers, he was a plus in other ways, too. 

“One thing about (Hayes) is that he has great instincts,” Yeo said. “He 
sees the ice and sees the game well. But he was clearly moving better 
than he was when he left the lineup when he was playing earlier in the 
season. Hopefully, it’s a real positive step and he can maintain that.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Flames proving to league and themselves that they can 
win anywhere 

 

Eric Francis@EricFrancis 

March 6, 2022, 2:19 AM 
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They don’t hand out trophies with two months left in the season, nor do 
they pencil in the conference finalists. 

However, those who tuned into Saturday’s matchup between the Calgary 
Flames and Colorado Avalanche have a pretty good idea why this one 
was dubbed a preview of the Western Conference Final, and why several 
members of the Calgary Flames are in line for major awards. 

Namely, Elias Lindholm, Johnny Gaudreau and Darryl Sutter.  

The final play of a wildly entertaining 4-3 overtime win by the Flames 
gave a Hockey Night in Canada audience a chance to see why Lindholm 
is the clear frontrunner for the Selke and Gaudreau is a legitimate Hart 
Trophy candidate.  

In the opening minute of the extra frame Lindholm made a great 
defensive play to steal the puck from Mikko Rantanen before circling to 
see Gaudreau streaking up the right wing. Banking a perfect pass off the 
boards to send Gaudreau in alone with Nathan MacKinnon giving chase, 
the Flames leading scorer beat Pavel Francouz to punctuate the Flames’ 
13thwin in 15 outings. 

The NHL’s top team had been slain. 

The Flames proved to the hockey world, and more importantly 
themselves, they have the skill, depth and system to walk out of one of 
the toughest buildings in sport with the win. 

They did it by battling back from two first-period deficits, which included a 
Gabriel Landeskog goal 42 seconds in. 

Undaunted by an Avs team that was 30-1-3 when scoring first, Lindholm 
responded with a powerplay goal less than two minutes later, only to 
have to even the score late in the frame when he scored a mere 66 
seconds after Andre Burakovsky beat surprise starter Dan Vladar. 

The resilience this Flames club has shown of late is making quite a 
statement to the rest of the league. 

“That was huge,” said Lindholm, whose two goals and assist helped 
move him to plus-42 to lead all NHL forwards. 

“Two good teams. They have a good record at home (23-3-3) … it was a 
good test for us and it was a good game.” 

Sutter chose to start the backup in what was arguably the biggest 
measuring stick game of the year. 

It speaks to the team’s depth, as well as the confidence he has in his 
troops. 

Winning 27 of the last 30 points up for grabs tends to do that for a team. 

“He’s been good all year,” said Lindholm of Vladar. “Obviously he hasn’t 
played a lot, but every time he gets in there he’s ready and he battled 
hard and it’s nice to see him get the win.” 

Once again the top line was sublime, with all three collecting three points. 

Matthew Tkachuk’s third assist set up Erik Gudbranson’s go-ahead 
marker early in the second. 

The rugged defenceman’s fourth goal in his last 10 games prompted Avs 
coach Jared Bednar to replace Darcy Kuemper with Francouz.  

With the effort Gaudreau passed Kent Nilsson and Gary Suter for fifth all-
time in Flames scoring, punctuating his 22ndgoal of the year with a 
raucous team celly following his sixth game-winner of the season.  

The Flames stars rose to the occasion, but so too did the rest of the 
squad. 

Making his first start since Feb. 15, Vladar was outstanding, making 32 
saves, including seven on MacKinnon and five on Nazem Kadri — 
including on a golden chance with three minutes remaining. 

Gudbranson and Nikita Zadorov were front and centre throughout what 
Bednar called "a playoff-type hockey game," prompting Kevin Bieksa to 
joke on the broadcast they were the league’s second-best pairing behind 
Cale Makar and Devon Toews. 

“Tough team, tough rink — they can do a lot of damage off the rush,” 
said Sutter afterwards. 

“Lindholm made a great play against Rantanen to knock him off the puck 
and get it back. Johnny outraced (MacKinnon), held onto it and made a 
great play.” 

Not all wins are created equally, and this one should go a long way 
towards reinforcing that when the players stick to Sutter’s game plan, 
anything is possible. 

They just keep proving it, but the tests don’t stop anytime soon. 

The win kickstarted a nightmarish schedule that includes hosting the 
Battle of Alberta Monday, Alex Ovechkin and the Capitals Tuesday, the 
defending Cup champs Thursday and the Red Wings Saturday before 
returning to, gulp, Colorado once again next Sunday. 

That’s six games in nine days against a raft of top teams — none bigger 
than the one they slayed on Saturday. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Dubas' faith in Campbell tested as Maple Leafs can't 
outscore goaltending woes 

 

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukebox 

March 5, 2022, 10:17 PM 

 

TORONTO — Do the Toronto Maple Leafs need another defenceman? A 
top-six winger? More grit and gumption? 

Every one of these debates will be moot if the Maple Leafs can’t get what 
they truly need: a save. 

Just one or two more of those elusive things would’ve earned Toronto a 
point or two Saturday night against the Vancouver Canucks — a team 
they should beat but did not beat this season. In large part because the 
Leafs dressed the second-best goalie both times. 

Considering Toronto served up in a stinker Wednesday against lottery-
bound Buffalo, considering its No. 1 goaltender had been granted a week 
off to clear his mind, this was no small test for Jack Campbell. 

He was nervous going in and admitted as much. 

Campbell and the Leafs outshot Thatcher Demko and the Canucks 38-
29, blew a third-period lead, and lost 6-4. 

A halt in the standings, as the Boston Bruins creep up from the rear. 

A blow to the confidence, as doubts fester between the goalie’s ears. 

Toronto’s .876 save percentage ranks last in the league since Jan. 9. 

Campbell has now surrendered four or more goals in each of his past 
four starts and nine of his past 15, shifting onus on the skaters in front of 
him to outscore their problems. 

Thing is, they nearly did. 

So much went right for the Maple Leafs, who rallied from a 3-1 deficit to 
take a 4-3 lead into the third. 
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John Tavares snapped his personal 14-game goal drought and his 
team’s seven-game power-play skid with one shot. Rookie Nick 
Robertson sniped his first career goal and will probably give the puck to 
Mom. Auston Matthews re-seized the lead in the Rocket Richard Trophy 
race in a two-goal, eight-shot tour de force performance that had the barn 
chanting, “M-V-P!” 

There was plenty to like. 

And then there was the goaltending. 

Without question, Jake Muzzin has left an elephantine hole in the Maple 
Leafs’ defence. They could use a few more shot blocks and boxouts. 
They need to make their own net-front an uneasy place. 

But tips and rebounds be damned, the netminder can’t give up five and 
expect to win. 

The organization has tried throwing Campbell right back in the net after a 
soft start, and now its tried giving him a full week off a rough outing to 
mentally reset. 

“I don't know if it’s anything we can do for him at this point,” said Sheldon 
Keefe. The coach has been careful not to blame his goalies, to stress 
improved defence in front of him. “Our focus has got to remain on helping 
both he and Petr [Mrazek] out as best we can.” 

"Soupy's a gamer," Michael Bunting added. “We have all the faith in the 
world in him and are behind him." 

That faith was reinforced by Kyle Dubas Friday, when the general 
manager shot down the notion that he might go goalie shopping before 
the March 21 trade deadline. 

That faith is being tested, however, with every red lamp that burns on the 
back of Campbell’s neck and into his thoughts. 

“I've been pretty hard on myself this year, and obviously it's snowballing 
a little bit,” Campbell said. “Not happy with giving up any goals ever, so 
it's not acceptable, but trying to have it roll off a little bit easier now. I 
know I got better for the team, and it's disappointing not getting the win 
when we played so well.” 

As he continued, the goaltender vowed, twice, that he would dig his way 
out of this avalanche: “I promise I'll get out of it and get on a roll again.” 
And again: “I’ll get it back. Promise I will.” 

Campbell wasn’t speaking to the reporters but rather through them. He’s 
promising his coach, promising his teammates, promising the 17,534 
Torontonians hollering “Soooooup!” with every kick save. 

Or maybe he’s simply promising himself, an attempt to speak excellence 
into existence. 

Because it won’t turn around until Campbell himself believes he won’t 
suffocate under the self-assumed weight of it all. 

“[The mental side of the game] is definitely something I feel like the rest 
of my life, I’ll always work on it. It’s so crucial,” Campbell said. “You 
know, some guys have it — they’re just kind of chill naturally. And for me, 
I'm learning.” 

Fox’s Fast 5 

• The Maple Leafs rallied around Wayne Simmonds’ 1,000th game and 
got “Wayne Train” T-shirts screen-printed for the occasion. 

"The guys did a vote on the design, and pretty much it was unanimous 
that it was this one. It's awesome. It turned out great," Bunting said. 
"Growing up in Scarborough, pretty much anyone that's a hockey fan 
knows about Wayne Simmonds."  

Nice touch by Keefe, putting out Simmonds for the opening face-off 
alongside fellow Toronto natives Bunting and Jason Spezza. 

“He's tough to play against, man. He knows his role 100 per cent. He was 
fabulous on the power play in Philadelphia,” Canucks head coach Bruce 

Boudreau said. “He was just a good player. But his toughness sort of 
over-ranked has good-playerness. If that’s even English.” 

• As trade rumours engulf the Canucks, Boudreau insists there’s been 
zero discussion in his dressing room about breaking up the band. 
According to SportsClubStats.com, Vancouver still has an 18.4 per cent 
shot at making the playoffs. There are still more than two weeks to 
decide on the fate of J.T. Miller and the rest of the pieces that contenders 
covet from the roster. 

“Unless he’s the best actor in the world, all I know is he cares about the 
Vancouver Canucks,” Boudreau said of Miller. 

“The media thinks every Canucks player is getting traded. But, honest to 
God's truth, we haven't had one word said about it. Not one player has 
come up to me.” 

• Nick Robertson certainly made good on his second-line audition with 
Tavares and Nylander, scoring his first NHL goal. But it was notable that 
Alexander Kerfoot replaced Robertson on that line for some key D-zone 
draws, and Spezza subbed in during an important O-zone draw with the 
outcome in the balance. 

The coach’s trust isn’t there yet. 

"We've been trying to get a sense of where he is at in his development 
and what he might be able to provide," Keefe said of the trial. 

• Bo Horvat swatted away Auston Matthews’ Michigan attempt: 

• Ondrej Kase (day-to-day) practised with the team Friday but was held 
out again Saturday. The kamikaze winger hasn’t played in a week now. 
He needed some tests, Keefe said, on an unspecified “upper-body” 
injury. The uncertainty around Kase’s ailment is concerning due to his 
concussion history. 

"He got through practice [Friday] and felt good, but not in a position 
where he was going to play tonight, so they'll use the time to get a little 
more of a sense of what's happening," Keefe said. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Edmonton Oilers turning back into soft, loose team as 
‘coaching bump’ flattens 

 

Mark Spector@sportsnetspec 

March 5, 2022, 11:55 PM 

 

EDMONTON — So, let’s talk about a “coaching bump.”  

In Edmonton, the “coaching bump” that occurred when Jay Woodcroft 
replaced Dave Tippett came in the form of inspired defensive play. 
Players pay acute attention to the new coach, defining a “coaching 
bump” as that period of time where 23 players are completely invested in 
the new man’s system.  

In Woodcroft’s case, he has stated that he has asked his players to work 
harder and be more detailed. So, naturally, as players grow more 
comfortable — and the “coaching bump” begins to wane — what is 
bound to happen?  

This game, a 5-2 dominating win by the Montreal Canadiens. That is 
what is bound to happen.  

“We weren't good enough in a lot of areas tonight,” Woodcroft said.  
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As a “coaching bump” comes to a close in Edmonton, a team that was 
working its collective hind end off to play a system reverts to not working 
as hard. A team that was keen on the details of Woodcroft’s game goes 
back to being a team that eschews the details – like the one that got 
Tippett fired.  

The Oilers have lost the plot, outplayed, out-defended and outscored in a 
lopsided loss to the Canadiens that featured two Habs goals called back 
on offside challenges, and an Oilers goal that inexplicably withstood a 
goaltender interference challenge.  

They were soft. They were not detail oriented. And the goaltending was 
awful.  

The GM will have to deal with the goaltending, but the coach needs to 
get his team’s attention back.  

“I don't see it necessarily that way,” said Woodcroft. “I didn't think we 
were very good ... I shouldn't say that. I don't think we were good enough 
to win the game tonight. Are there things that we can do better? Yeah. 
Are there certain details in our game that we can be better at tonight? 
Yes, there are.”  

The first detail lies in goal, where Mike Smith was horrid.  

The 39-year-old is in a race to regain his form during an injury-riddled 
season, with each two points lost during that quest becoming 
increasingly important. On the outside of the playoffs looking in this 
morning, can the Oilers afford to keep coddling a netminder in hopes he’ll 
catch up?  

Or do we look at Smith’s birth certificate and say, we’ve seen far younger 
players who miss most of a season who never catch up. Or is it time for 
Plan B, which means calling up Stuart Skinner to share the nets with 
Mikko Koskinen?  

Bad goaltending, and loose, soft defensive play.  

Every team has a couple of negative traits that come to the fore when 
they’re not playing well, negative personality traits that define them when 
they are not playing well. These are the Oilers’, not to mention a penalty 
kill that allowed two more goals in four Montreal attempts, and a power 
play that went 0-for-4.  

“Their power play was good and ours wasn’t. That was kind of the 
difference, for sure,” said Oilers captain Connor McDavid. “We just 
weren’t good enough. They are a team that has obviously been playing 
well since their coaching change. They were better than us tonight.”  

If this roster is turning back into the team that cost Tippett his job, then 
Woodcroft is reverting in some ways to the coach that Tippett was at the 
end as well, underutilizing his depth players and riding the big guys too 
hard.  

McDavid (23:43) and Leon Draisaitl (25:09) dominated the ice time much 
like they did before Woodcroft’s arrival, while depth forwards Kyle Turris 
(4:41) and Tyler Benson (7:59) didn’t get enough ice time to contribute in 
any meaningful way.  

And his young defence? Those chickens are coming home to roost too.  

“We gifted some opportunities that I haven’t seen much of over the last 
three weeks. We can be a lot cleaner with the puck,” said Woodcroft. “I’m 
not the only person who feels we can do better. The 20 players in our 
locker room are sticking together.”   

We know: The Oilers always struggle on the first game home after a long 
eastern swing. It’s been this way since 1978; it’s real, not some excuse.  

But Woodcroft, when the team was playing tight, responsible hockey, 
spoke of a style “that will help us through tough times.” These are the 
tough times he was referring to.  

Instead however, the Oilers played soft, loose hockey against a Habs 
team without a care in the world, eliminated since before American 
Thanksgiving.  

They took the night off from playing the kind of hockey Woodcroft had 
them playing. The kind of hockey this team needs to play to win — which 
is more of a 3-2 game than a 5-4 game.  

They would have needed six to win on Saturday.  

Sure, the goaltending was poor. But the team was too.  

Cue the new coach. It’s time to win your team back. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks' commitment and resiliency shine in comeback 
win over Maple Leafs 

 

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnet 

March 6, 2022, 12:59 AM 

 

The Vancouver Canucks have a wardrobe malfunction. They’re short on 
belts. 

Winger Alex Chiasson was awarded Saturday the gaudy wrestling belt 
coach Bruce Boudreau has introduced for his in-house player of the 
game. But they needed a whole rack of belts after the Canucks, whose 
playoff fantasy is becoming a little less improbable by the game, rallied in 
the third period on the road to beat the Toronto Maple Leafs 6-4 on 
Hockey Night in Canada. Again. 

Three weeks ago, it was a sublime 51-save goaltending performance by 
Thatcher Demko that stole the Canucks a 3-2 win against the Leafs in 
Vancouver. Demko was brilliant again in the third period Saturday, but 
the workload for the win was spread throughout the lineup, making the 
accomplishment far more meaningful. 

Bumped down a line last game because Boudreau said Chiasson was 
unable to finish the chances he was getting playing with Elias Pettersson, 
the 31-year-old whacked in the winning goal at 6:55 of the third period. 

Tanner Pearson, another reliable veteran who generally gets attention 
only when fans are unhappy with him, tied the game 4-4 on a deflection 
that squeezed through leaky Toronto goalie Jack Campbell at 1:03 of the 
third period, and Tyler Motte added an empty-netter on a pass by 
Pettersson. 

The Canucks had six different goal scorers. But they also had huge 
defensive plays, like Conor Garland’s backcheck and Pearson’s dive late 
in the third period to deflect a pass headed to Auston Matthews. And, of 
course, they had Demko, who made 16 of his 34 saves in the final frame 
and stuffed Matthews, Mitch Marner and John Tavares in the last two 
minutes. 

“Played about as well in the third period as we could have played there in 
this building and being down a goal,” J.T. Miller, whose goal and assist 
moved him into 10th in NHL scoring, told reporters. “What it does is give 
us that much more belief. 

“That's one of the games you're going to remember.” 

“That's the best offensive team we've played that we've come from 
behind on,” Boudreau said. “And you had it in their building. You have to 
tip your hat off to the guys for their resiliency. You know what? The best 
thing I liked was the bench and how happy they were and everybody 
jumping up. I mean, they were committed tonight, and that's a great 
feeling when they do that.” 
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After a 3-1 road trip, and eight wins in their last 10 games, bookended by 
beating the Leafs, the Canucks are three points out of a playoff spot. 

Saturday was the three-month anniversary of the Canucks replacing 
head coach Travis Green with Boudreau, and the team is 20-8-4 since 
then. Vancouver has gone from seven games under .500, to five games 
over .500. And, starting Wednesday, the Canucks have a season-long, 
seven-game homestand that includes contests against four teams firmly 
out of the playoff race. 

Can the Canucks’ see that final playoff spot? They better not, because 
after so many recent, big wins, the last thing this team needs to do is look 
ahead or think that the hardest part of their miracle comeback is now 
over. The biggest issue the Canucks have had the last three weeks is 
consistency. They’ve been downright awful in their few losses. 

It was only last Monday when Boudreau found the Canucks’ start 
“shocking” in a 7-2 loss to the New Jersey Devils. Players, including 
Miller, Pettersson and captain Bo Horvat, have all pledged greater 
consistency and more acute focus. Now is the time for the Canucks to 
show that. 

“We get the next seven games at home,” Boudreau said. “I've used the 
phrase, 'You’ve got to make hay when the sun shines.' This is the time.” 

The Canucks’ last win in Toronto was Dec. 17, 2011. They had lost 12 
straight road games to the Maple Leafs since then. Horvat has played 
564 NHL games for the Canucks and been with them since 2014, but 
had never won in his home province. 

“It has been a long time coming,” Horvat, who is from London, said. “(The 
Leafs) usually have my number since I've been here. I got some friends 
and family in the crowd tonight and to get a big win in front of them 
definitely feels great. 

“We beat a lot of good hockey teams on this road trip. Obviously, it's a 
successful road trip for us, and we're heading back playing seven in a 
row. It should give us confidence, knowing we can beat some of the best 
teams in the league. But we can't get too high on ourselves. We've just 
got to keep it going.” 

Boudreau was so good when asked Saturday about Miller and Pearson, 
especially the latter’s defensive dive to deprive Matthews of what would 
have been an open look late in the third period, we figured we’d just let 
the coach have his say. 

On Miller: “He's a leader. He's our leader offensively, and he's our leader 
as a spokesperson. And I think a lot of the guys, you know, they follow 
him. I mean, he's our real star. Every team has one, and I would say he's 
our offensive star.” 

On Pearson: “Well, he's won two Cups (in Los Angeles). And there's 
reasons that players play on winning teams. He's been scoring key goals. 
And that play that you talked about was, to me, the play of the game. 
Coming back, that whole side was open and he tipped it out Matthews's 
way.” 

BUT DON’T MENTION THE 2011 BRUINS 

Asked about the depth of scoring – 13 players had goals -- during the 
Canucks' four road games, Boudreau veered into a soliloquy about the 
balance of the Stanley Cup-winning Boston Bruins in 2011 and how if he 
could ever build a team, they would be his template. It’s probably better 
to avoid effusively praising the Bruins to a Vancouver audience. No 
reason, just saying. 
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL Prospect Notebook: Analyzing implications of 
Russian invasion on junior hockey 

 

Sam Cosentino 

March 5, 2022, 1:54 PM 

 

Let it be clear that the loss of life and the unimaginable situation in 
Ukraine takes precedence over anything having to do with hockey. Many 
people I’ve spoken to in the hockey world are treating Russia’s invasion 
of Ukraine as a temporary thing, taking the wait-and-see approach. I 
don’t view it that way. This invasion will be as much a part of the history 
books as world wars were to people my age, as we grew up in school. 

But because we are a sports network, the politics of the invasion have 
spilled into the sporting world, making it necessary to discuss its 
implications. 

I tend to look at things from a draft perspective as that’s where most of 
my hockey network resides and that’s where my focus has been since 
Sportsnet took over the NHL rights. 

There are several elements that touch the draft, based on some of the 
measures the hockey world has taken in response to the Russian 
invasion. 

CHL Fallout 

First, from the CHL perspective. The most important item for the CHL 
during this time is the protection of its Russian and Belarusian-born 
players. By my count, there are 36 of them scattered across three 
leagues and 60 teams in Canada and the U.S. By all accounts, those 
players will be given the opportunity to play out the rest of the season 
and playoffs. 

But what happens after that? Will players return home? Can they return 
home? Do they want to return home? Will there be a push for those 
players to return to their respective countries and participate in junior or 
minor pro leagues in Russia? Ultimately, is this what Putin wanted even 
before he lead Russia into Ukraine? 

Next season, will player visas be renewed? Will the CHL clamp down 
and sanction Russian or Belarusian athletes from participating, and will 
that be a decision made in perpetuity? What about the players, mostly 
innocent bystanders in all of this, will they want to play in North America 
or will they be hesitant in returning? These are just a few of the questions 
being bandied about in the CHL community. 

How about the CHL import draft? Typically the draft takes place after the 
Memorial Cup. That would place the 2022 import draft into late June or 
the first week of July. I don’t see this conflict having any sort of resolution 
before that time. I suggested on Hockey Central Tuesday, that the CHL 
should place a one-year ban on the drafting of Russian and Belarusian 
players. It would be something to revisit in 2023. Take the responsibility 
out of the hands of teams and allow the presiding CHL to shoulder the 
blame and collectively represent all 60 teams. 

While I agree these young athletes shouldn’t be pawns in this disaster, I 
believe even more so, that all of sport needs to unite in its stance against 
this atrocity. 

One thing is for sure, the CHL announcement yesterday included the 
cancellation of the 2023 Canada-Russia series. Due to the pandemic, the 
event has not been held since 2019. Typically, the series is key in player 
evaluation for that year’s world juniors. In order to stay in lockstep with 
Hockey Canada and the IIHF, this popular event will not take place in 
2023. 

From an NHL draft perspective, our February rankings include four 
Russian born players. We learned Thursday that our No. 9 prospect Ivan 
Miroshnichenko has been diagnosed with Hodgkin's Lymphoma. There is 
hope that it is curable, and we hope the very best for the young man. 
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No doubt, that will impact his draft position when he’s been a top-10 
projected player all season long. The others are No. 7 Danila Yurov, No. 
15 Pavel Mintyukov and No. 24 Alexander Perevalov. 

How much, if at all, will their stock by diminished by the invasion? 

There are a number of teams who, before the invasion, were hesitant to 
draft Russian players based on a fear they may not come to play in North 
America, they have a better option to make money at home rather than 
develop in the AHL or fear they may come and prefer to go back home. 
The invasion exacerbates teams’ desire to draft Russian players. 
Obviously concerns about visas exist NHL-wise as well. What about fan 
fallout? What about the player himself, would he want to come over or 
fear backlash from the government, friends or family. In any case, the 
plight of these four players and a few others, rated outside the first round, 
will be interesting to watch. 

Rocket to a Blade 

In another edition of Difference Makers, Saskatoon’s Trevor Wong joined 
me to discuss his hockey career and his Hockey Gives Blood 
Ambassadorship. Great story about Trevor. I hosted the 2018 WHL Draft 
in Red Deer. Wong was projected as a top-10 pick that year, but slid to 
Kelowna at No. 18. He had committed to play NCAA hockey at Denver 
and so teams passed on him until Kelowna took a chance. There was a 
lot of buzz around the room after that pick and after the draft ended with 
everyone wondering how the Rockets could get Wong to decommit. After 
two-plus pandemic-shortened seasons, Wong is happy and playing well 
in Saskatoon. He was a great interview. 

Sammy Signs 

Amidst this world chaos, the Edmonton Oilers extended Russian 
defenceman Dmitry Samorukov by a year. One of my favourite players 
when he played for Guelph, Samorukov has NHL top-six potential. After 
winning an OHL title in 2019 , Samorukov the 2019-20 season in the 
AHL, the 202-21 season on loan playing at home for CSKA Moskova. 
Through 37 games with Bakersfield this season, Samorukov as two goals 
and 12 points. 

Leaked Oil 

More from another Oilers prospect, Ty Tullio, who got the mic’d up 
treatment before his Oshawa Generals took to the ice Sunday against 
Kingston. 

Taylor and Tyler Part II 

As Elliotte Friedman pointed out in 32 Thoughts, several players were 
signed to entry-level deals Wednesday based on the time frame where 
such contracts don’t kick-in until next season. 

I’ve watched several of these players and in these tough times, it’s great 
to see them get rewarded. Here’s a quick note on one of the Penguins 
signees. I think about the path of Portland goalie Taylor Gauthier, who 
was one of a small number of players to play in the CHL/NHL Top 
Prospects game (2019 - Red Deer). Typically a player identified early by 
Hockey Canada gets drafted. Gauthier competed in all levels of the 
Program of Excellence from the U-17s through to the U-18s, the Hlinka-
Gretzky and as a third goalie for the 2021 world junior team. The draft 
never happened for Gauthier who spent the first four and a half years in 
Prince George, before a trade earlier this season saw him move to 
Portland. His numbers have never overwhelmed, but he’s a fierce 
competitor and is extremely athletic as evidenced by an elite minor 
baseball career before deciding to stick to just hockey. Before leaving 
Prince George, and on a continuing basis Gauthier is mentoring the top 
rated North American goalie Tyler Brennan, who moved into the starters 
role upon Gauthier being traded. 

Good luck Taylor and Tyler. 

Eye on Juraj 

On a final note, our March draft rankings will be released next week and 
there’s been a lot of talk in the scouting world about the emergence of 

Juraj Slafkovsky as the biggest threat to unseat Shane Wright as the 
projected first-overall pick. He appeared on 32 Thoughts, and you can 
hear it here. 
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TSN.CA / Clear-headed Campbell looks to bounce back in duel with 
Demko 

 

Mark Masters 

 

The Maple Leafs (optional) and Vancouver Canucks skated on Saturday 
at Scotiabank Arena.  

Jack Campbell will start for the first time since allowing five goals on 25 
shots and being pulled last Saturday. 

"He's had enough time here from the last game to clear his head and the 
way this league works and the way the games come at you, you do 
forget about games pretty quickly," coach Sheldon Keefe said. "I know I 
certainly have." 

Campbell looked so shaky in his last start in Detroit that Keefe felt 
compelled to remove him from the game even with the Leafs leading 7-5 
in the third period. 

"Soupy's a gamer," said left winger Michael Bunting. "He's looking 
forward to getting back in the net and proving he is a great goaltender. 
We have all the faith in the world in him and are behind him." 

The Leafs didn't provide much support to Petr Mrazek on Wednesday 
during a listless loss to the lowly Buffalo Sabres. In the third period, fans 
showered Mrazek with some Bronx cheers following easy saves.  

During an All-Star calibre first half of the season Campbell, who's 
nicknamed "Soupy," was serenaded with cheers of "Soooup" after saves. 
Saturday will be Campbell's first game in front of a full Scotiabank Arena 
since December.  

"The last time Jack played in front of our fans, he was outstanding and 
the fans learned to appreciate that and acknowledge that and they were 
a big part of that," Keefe pointed out. "I'm sure they're going to welcome 
him back in the building nicely tonight. It's a good chance for him to get 
back rolling." 

Mrazek started consecutive games for the first time as a Leaf this week, 
which allowed Campbell to spend time working out the kinks in his game 
with goalie coach Steve Briere.  

"A little more time for Jack to settle and clear his head and just get back 
to his game and the foundation and fundamentals and all those kind of 
things," noted Keefe. 

When he looks down the ice on Saturday, Campbell will see one of the 
league's hottest goalies. Thatcher Demko has posted a .927 save 
percentage in 24 games since Bruce Boudreau took over behind the 
Canucks bench in early December.   

"He gives you belief, there's no doubt," Boudreau said. "He's been 
outstanding. When he's normal you go, 'Oh what's wrong with him,' but 
most nights he's been incredibly good." 

When the Leafs faced the Canucks on Feb. 12, Demko stopped 51 of 53 
shots to help Vancouver steal two points. 

"When you know your goalie is not going to let in soft ones then you feel 
much more comfortable doing what you do," Boudreau said. 
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Per NaturalStatTrick.com, the Canucks lead the NHL in five-on-five save 
percentage (.932) while the Leafs rank 28th (.911). 

Petr Mrazek made back-to-back starts for the first time as a Maple Leaf, 
but head coach Sheldon Keefe will go back to Jack Campbell when the 
Leafs take on the Canucks. Keefe said he believes the break gave 
Campbell enough time to settle and get refreshed, and Michael Bunting 
lauded Campbell as a "gamer" who will be looking for a strong effort in 
front of the home crowd. 

The Leafs lacked energy on Wednesday night, but that shouldn't be a 
problem on Saturday. Wayne Simmonds, one of the team's most 
energetic players, will be suiting up in game No. 1,000. 

"Obviously, there's off nights and that's just hockey," said Bunting. "We 
just have to have a short memory from last game and move on. It's 
Hockey Night in Canada. Saturday night. Wayne's 1,000th game. These 
are games that you wake up for and you are excited for so there's no 
excuse tonight. I'm sure we'll be bringing it."  

Leafs players are wearing special "Wayne Train" shirts around the rink to 
commemorate the milestone.  

"The guys did a vote on the design and pretty much it was unanimous 
that it was this one," Bunting said. "It's awesome. It turned out great."  

"The guys are excited for him," said Keefe. "Certainly there's a little more 
buzz around the locker room this morning." 

Simmonds, a 33-year-old native of Scarborough, Ont., will have friends 
and family in attendance on Saturday.  

"It's been a long journey," Simmonds told reporters on Friday. "It's pretty 
cool, definitely." 

Special night for Leafs as 'Wayne Train' hits 1,000 NHL games 

Scarborough's Wayne Simmonds will suit up for his 1000th NHL game 
when the Leafs take on the Vancouver Canucks, and head coach 
Sheldon Keefe lauded his veteran forward's "spirit and passion" while 
teammates Michael Bunting and Justin Holl donned "Wayne Train" t-
shirts in honour of Simmonds' special night. 

It's also a big night for Nick Robertson, who will start on the second line 
with John Tavares and William Nylander. What will a good game look like 
for the 20-year-old rookie?  

"When the puck comes to him he makes a good play with it and puts the 
puck in good spots whether that's in the hands of his teammates or 
putting it on the net or putting it in a place where the guys can get it back 
and stay on offence," Keefe said. "And then hold up his end of the 
bargain competitively and defensively." 

Robertson has started on the fourth line in the three games he's played 
since being recalled from the American Hockey League.  

Tavares has gone 14 games without a goal. He has been a minus player 
in eight of those games, including on Wednesday. Is Keefe sensing 
frustration?  

"We've had that sense through this, but I think he's over it now," the 
coach said. "He's got a pretty good perspective here, when I've talked to 
him, of just focusing on doing little things well, making sure his line is 
good defensively and trying to make plays when it's on his stick and not 
overthinking it and trying to force offence or force shots."  

Tavares is averaging 2.2 shots per game during this dry spell. He 
averaged 3.4 shots in the 39 previous games this season.  

"The amount of looks and shots he's had is not way off from where he's 
been throughout his career," Keefe said. "It's just the puck hasn’t gone in 
in quite a while so just stick with it." 

Leafs Ice Chips: Can Robertson spark the Tavares line? 

With Ondrej Kase sidelined for a third-straight game, and the John 
Tavares line struggling of late, Maple Leafs' head coach Sheldon Keefe 

has shuffled his line to get youngster Nick Robertson up with Tavares 
and William Nylander. Mark Masters has more on the decision to 
promote Robertson. 

Boudreau, who suited up for the Leafs during his playing days, is always 
excited to coach in Toronto.  

"It's a pretty cool place," he said. "It's home so it's always good to come 
here and get all the tweets from your friends about how you're going to 
lose." 

While the teasing is good-natured, Boudreau admits it's based in fact 
these days. Toronto is among the top teams in the NHL while Vancouver 
is scrambling just to stay in the playoff race.  

"No one expects us to win tonight," he said. "They come at you in waves. 
The way they can move the puck and the talent they have up front ... you 
better be prepared to defend." 

Both Leafs goals against the Canucks on Feb. 12 came via the power 
play. The Canucks rank dead last in penalty-kill percentage this season 
while Toronto owns the top-ranked power play. 

"If you take three, four, five penalties against the Leafs, you're going to 
lose," Boudreau stated bluntly. "They're that good." 

Toronto has failed to score on 13 power-play chances over the last seven 
games, but Boudreau isn't reading too much into that.   

"Everyone knows the numbers in the last seven games but teams have 
been taking one or two [penalties] and that's what you have to do against 
this team," he said. "So, you got to check with your legs. You can't be 
lazy. If you're lazy, you're going to get beat."    

Boudreau on playing Leafs: 'No one expects us to win tonight' 

Sitting four points back of the Wild Card, Bruce Boudreau discusses how 
tight the standings are and the importance of every game, even though 
no one expects them to win tonight against the Maple Leafs. 

With the trade deadline looming on March 21, speculation about who 
might be shipped out of Vancouver is growing louder and louder.  

"The media thinks every Canucks player is getting traded," Boudreau 
said, "but, honest to God's truth, we haven't had one word said about it. 
Not one player has come up to me." 

Leafs assistant general manager Laurence Gilman recently scouted a 
pair of Canucks games.  

"We're told he was largely there to watch J.T. Miller," TSN Hockey Insider 
Pierre LeBrun reported earlier this week.  

Miller is currently riding an eight-game point streak, which started against 
the Leafs last month.  

"Competitive guy," said Keefe. "Versatile offensively. Can score from 
distance. Can score on the rush. Can score in the offensive zone. Can 
deflect and tip pucks around the net. He's a versatile guy. Power play, 
penalty kill, faceoffs, he does a lot of things for them."  

Miller leads the Canucks in goals (21) and points (61).  

"He's a threat any time he's on the ice," said Bunting. "He's having an 
unbelievable year. You got to get on top of him and not give him a lot of 
space because he can shoot it and he can make a lot of plays." 

Boudreau: 'The media thinks every Canucks player is getting traded' 

With rumours swirling about Canucks players on the trade block, Bruce 
Boudreau says it's all outside noise and to his surprise, no one has 
checked in with him about their status. 

Right winger Ondrej Kase will miss a third straight game with an upper-
body injury.  

"He's going to get some tests today," said Keefe. "He's not skating today. 
He got through practice yesterday and felt good, but not in a position 
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where he was going to play tonight so they'll use the time to get a little 
more of a sense of what's happening."   

Left-shot defenceman Rasmus Sandin will miss Saturday's game due to 
illness.  
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